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Global Health Diplomacy (GHD) is a burgeoning field that bridges independent priorities in both global health and foreign affairs. Given the increasing need to mobilize the global community to respond to Public Health Emergencies of International Concern (PHEIC) such as Ebola or Zika, as well as forge new and expand existing collaborations to tackle public health challenges of mutual concern, effective and timely coordination and cooperation among actors is critical. Health Attachés are key diplomats who represent nation-states in these negotiations.
Despite this diplomatic mandates, they are very few in numbers and little is published about this profession, preparation, and perspectives in field of GHD. Additionally, no institution has published a GHD core competency model to help standardize recruitment, training, and preparation of personnel changed with the practice of GHD, which can lead to confusion when trying to align actors and institutions to achieve effective global health action.

Objectives: (1) Update definitions and practice models in GHD related to the development and practice of Health Attachés; (2) Create a GHD core competency model to address gaps in training for global public health, foreign affairs, and other professionals; and (3) Present a profile of practicing Health Attachés accredited to the United States and foreign governments.

Methods: By synthesizing literature and definitions used in the field with an emphasis on practice, develop a framework for GHD and a tradecraft model for Health Attachés in the 21st Century (Chapter 2). Developed a core competency model for GHD by: (a) identifying core competency models from global public health and foreign affairs training institutions; (b) employing a priori word counts drawn from the foreign affairs literature, measure degrees of association and divergence between global public health and foreign affairs competency models; and (c) based on these comparisons, formulate an initial core competency model for GHD (Chapter 3). Utilize key informant interviews to qualitatively explore perspectives, preparation, best practices, and challenges in the field of GHD among Health Attachés accredited to the United States and foreign governments (Chapter 4).

Results: In Chapter 2, we introduce a Pyramid of Global Health Diplomacy, presenting three levels of GHD practice: core, multi-stakeholder, and informal, each
with associated actors, definitions, and tools; and a *Tradecraft Model of Global Health Diplomacy and Health Attachés*, to map relations among stakeholders, counterparts, and institutions. In Chapter 3, we propose a *Global Health Diplomacy Core Competency Model* illustrating foreign affairs institutions need additional knowledge, skills, and abilities in: (a) heath communication, (b) public health analysis, and (c) public health ethics; and global public health institutions need additional knowledge, skills, and abilities in: (a) leadership, (b) foreign languages, and (c) foreign policy goals, objectives, and strategies. In Chapter 4, Health Attachés identified skills in diplomacy and negotiation, applied science, and cross cultural competency critical for success, and providing expanded communication protocols on health plans and counterparts, while on-the-job training and mentored experiences for practitioners is important for future actors in the field.

Conclusion: This dissertation provides needed advancements in the field of GHD, helping to advance the science, practice, and tradecraft of GHD. While models presented in this body of work need to be tested, evaluated, and refined with additional research, they serve as a collective practice framework for the field, to inform any profession or institutions who practices GHD. Additionally, findings may help professionalize the field of GHD, the practice of Health Attachés, and create a more effective bridge between the fields of foreign affairs and public health, by increasing cross-field competence, and fostering more effective global health action when maintaining, expanding, and initiating new global health collaborations.
CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION

OVERVIEW

The world is more interconnected and transient than at any time in human history. As a consequence, the world is more vulnerable to disease threats that traverse borders than at any other time in human history. As outbreaks of pandemic influenza, Ebola Virus Diseases (EVD), or Zika illustrate, no disease can be controlled without collective action. Today, nations must join together to effectively respond to the public health threats of the 21st Century. The concept of countries, institutions, or the public, joining together to tackle diseases that cross international borders is referred to as Global Health Diplomacy (GHD).

However, GHD is an emerging field of practice, which has developed in significance over the last fifteen years. As a new field, the literature lacks a definitional framework, models of practice, or defined competencies to help standardize approaches and training across institutions. This is in sharp contrast to other forms of diplomatic practice, such as economic, political, or military diplomacy, that have extensive competency based research as well as supporting institutions. This lack of a common framework can lead to confusion when attempting to align appropriate actors, tools, and expectations to facilitate effective global health action.

The overall goal of this dissertation is to help advance the science, practice, and tradecraft of GHD. The tradecraft – or competency based research involving the application of specialized skills applied in service of a trade, such as employed in the tradecraft of intelligence, procurement, or business administration – is lacking in the field of GHD. Standard definitions, frameworks, models of practice, and
descriptions of key actors are needed to inform and strengthen the field. Doing so will help institutions that practice GHD appropriately prepare workforces and individual professionals who can competently bridge the independent priorities of global health and foreign affairs to facilitate more effective global health action.

BACKGROUND

Fifteen years ago, one would not have encountered the words ‘global health’ and ‘diplomacy’ in the same sentence, let alone as a distinct field. Today, GHD is represented prominently in dedicated sessions at every global health conference, is featured on global health institutional web sites, and supports at least two dedicated peer reviewed journals.\textsuperscript{4,7-11} Despite the plethora of activity in GHD, no robust framework or empirical analytics have been performed in this nascent field, where principles of global health and diplomacy must intersect in concert.\textsuperscript{12} However, GHD evolved out of the separate fields of global health and foreign affairs, both of which maintain well established models of practice, competency based research, and institutions that recruit, train, and develop workforces and specialized personnel to accomplish goals, in these respective fields.

In the field of global health, health diplomacy is only given a tactic reference, under Collaborating and Partnering, within the Association of Schools for Public Health School’s Global Health Competency Model, which is used for training Masters and PhD students.\textsuperscript{13} Similarly, in the field of foreign affairs, training in health diplomacy is given very little attention. The Department of State (DOS) is the oldest
federal agency in the U.S. Government, and is the lead agency for foreign affairs. The DOS’s premier training institution for diplomats is the U.S. Foreign Service is the Foreign Service Institute (FSI). FSI has a mandate to train both America’s diplomats as well as employees of all government agencies. While FSI has resident Deans and published core competency models for training specialized diplomats in the fields of Economics, Political, Consular, Public Affairs, and Management, it only maintains a single three-day survey course on GHD within the School of Economic Diplomacy, and it is not required to be a Foreign Service Officer.

In the emerging field of GHD, no institution has yet published a model of practice or defined competencies that can be used to evaluate and measure progress within the field, develop standardize approaches across institutions, or describe the perspectives of practicing health diplomats. The field is simply too new. However, the fields of global health and foreign affairs are more well-established, as is the practice of diplomacy itself.

Global health, presented by Koplan as an evolution of the term ‘international health’, refers to the practice of controlling diseases of public health concern by partnering with nations around principles of health equity. This is opposed to the concept of international health, which has in its origins in quarantine stations of the 16th and 17th century, which focused on reinforcing national borders in protective isolation from diseases.

Diplomacy is the oldest tool in the arsenal of civilization – getting others to do what you want. Diplomacy today is used by diplomats to achieve strategic national
objectives, and is a critical component in the practice of statecraft and foreign affairs. Diplomats by definition attempt to create and expand areas of agreement and cooperation while eliminating or reducing areas of disagreement or conflict. An important characteristic of modern diplomacy is the application of smart power, rather than hard power – using incentives, attractions, and persuasion, rather than military and economic coercion, in service of foreign policy objectives of the state.

**Evolution of Global Health Diplomacy**

GHD as characterized in 2008 by Adams and Novotny, is as a political activity meeting dual goals of improving health while strengthening relations among nations. In 2010, Assistant Secretary of State Jones defined GHD as a critical tool in foreign affairs, encouraging diplomats in the Department of State to use public health as they would the traditional tools of commercial, military, and political diplomacy. However, further refinement by Feldbaum and Michaud argued that GHD is used by states and non-state actors to achieve ulterior foreign policy objectives, and represents just a new tool to achieve foreign policy goals of nation-states.

So what is the relationship between global health and foreign affairs? Is global health driven by foreign policy? Or, is foreign policy driven by global health? Understanding this foundational tension is critical to answer this question within the field of GHD. Kickbusch presented a continuum of global health and foreign policy, adapted in Figure 1.1, that presents this issue in a different light.
It is important to note the temporal nature of this continuum. Over time, as our world becomes more interconnected and globalized, and people and populations become more healthy and wealthy, health becomes a more important part of foreign policy discussions and negotiations. As we will illustrate in our next section, health is an integral part of foreign policy, continuing a trajectory of escalating global health issues which occupy foreign policy discussion and negotiations. As we will illustrate, this trajectory will continue.

**How the U.S. Government Served as Leader for the Development of Global Health Diplomacy**

The U.S. Government support for the globally prevention and control of HIV/AIDS helped develop this nascent field of public health practice. Over the last fifteen years, the U.S. Government has invested substantial resources internationally to prevent and control HIV/AIDS in the most severely impacted countries. In 2000, Vice President Al Gore addressed the U.N. Security Council during a special session dedicated to HIV/AIDS to declare the disease a security threat with the capacity to topple nations and destabilize entire regions of Africa, the first time the Security Council addressed a public health issue.\(^{25}\)

Also in 2000, the Clinton Administration passed the Leading in Fighting an Epidemic (LIFE) Initiative which mobilized $100 million in funding to an interagency team to help control the spread of HIV/AIDS in Africa.\(^{26}\) In 2003, President Bush announced in the State of the Union Address the creation of the President’s
Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), and placed the coordination for the initiative within the U.S. Department of State (DOS), under the leadership of a Global AIDS Coordinator, with the rank of Ambassador.\textsuperscript{27}

Through an innovative interagency planning process, PEPFAR made individual U.S. Ambassadors responsible for the HIV/AIDS funding in their respective country of assignment. This ensured the highest level of attention by not only the nation’s diplomatic corps, but also the President’s representative in each country, to address an all-of-government approach mobilized at the highest levels of nation-state actors. This design also placed the overall accountability for implementing a public health initiative in foreign affairs fora, rather than within individual technical agencies, where through the U.S. Congress appropriations process, it resided previously.

PEPFAR is the largest commitment ever made by a single nation to combat a single disease and in its first five years succeeded in placing 2.1 million people on antiretroviral therapy, placing 10 million into care and support, which averted an estimated 3.28 million years of potential young people's life lost.\textsuperscript{27} In 2008 President Obama, with bi-partisan support of the U.S. Congress, renewed PEPFAR for another 5 years and announced the creation of a Global Health Initiative (GHI), which unfortunately lacked funding and leadership for several years.\textsuperscript{28} However, in a blog post in 2012, the DOS announced that the GHI office would close and a new Global Health Diplomacy Office would open. The GHD Office would be located within PEPFAR under the Global AIDS Coordinator, rather than in a parallel office within DOS, as was the previous structure of GHI.\textsuperscript{29,30} This announcement recognized the role that health diplomacy plays in foreign affairs, and the Office could serve as an
advocate for global health with international partners, from within the largest global
health initiative in history.

There are over 19 executive branch federal agencies that receive PEPFAR
funding and share a relationship with the Office of Global Health Diplomacy in DOS
(Figure 1.2). Functionally, this structure permits all agencies to more strategically pool
technical and financial recourse, exploit agency comparative advantages, to build
capacity to tackle the world’s HIV/AIDS epidemic. The creation of the Office of Global
Health Diplomacy within PEPFAR presents an opportunity to use this innovative
programmatic and management architecture to support broader and deeper
diplomatic exchanges among nations, helping to link public health and foreign affairs
agencies and actors, to address public health challenges of greatest concern.

The impact PEPFAR has on partner countries and relations with the U.S.
Government is significant and illustrated in a recent report from the Bi-Partisan Policy
Center, authored by former Senators Tom Daschle and Bill Frist, two of the sponsors
of the original PEPFAR legislation. The report, “the Case for Strategic Health
Diplomacy,” presents evidence illustrating that countries that receive PEPFAR
funding score significantly higher on the Human Development Index compared to
non-PEPFAR countries, and that public perception of the United States is much
higher in PEPFAR vs non-PEPFAR countries.\(^{31}\)

Another important aspect of GHD practice is the perspective of health
diplomats, and specifically, Health Attachés, who represent nation-states in global
health negotiations, maintain and expand key relationships, collaborations, and
partnerships, and help to bridge public health and foreign affairs counterparts and institutions. Little is actually published in the literature about Health Attachés; there is no guidance on types of training to prepare health professionals for serving as this kind of specialized diplomat, or published narrative describing their conception of GHD, despite the escalating importance global health issues exert in foreign affairs.

**Health Attachés and the Practice of Global Health Diplomacy**

The response to the Ebola outbreak in 2014 is a recent illustration of the need for timely and effective practice of GHD. Among a list of challenges provided by an Interim Assessment Panel convened by the World Health Organization (WHO), was a 5 month delay in the declaration of a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC), and a lack of coordination among WHO members states regarding travel bans, in clear violation of the International Health Regulations (IHR), both of which hampered response efforts in the global community. Health Attachés are specialized diplomats that represent states in exactly these kinds of global health negotiations. Health Attachés are very few in number and little is published about this profession, preparation, and perspectives in the field of GHD.

Without the rigor that underpins traditional areas of diplomatic practice, such as political, economic, and military diplomacy, GHD will not develop a robust field of practice. This will present challenges to establishing a workforce with the specialized knowledge, skills, and experiences necessary to implement collaborations among global health and foreign affairs counterparts and stakeholders.
**What this Research Adds**

No institution has identified a practice model for GHD. There is no core competency model for GHD to inform the recruitment, training, or development of global health, foreign affairs, or other professions with similar mandates. Nothing is published describing the tradecraft of practicing Health Attachés, their understanding and conception of GHD, profile success and challenges, or seek suggestions to improve the practice of GHD, or to encourage the development and use of additional Health Attachés in the field. This research could inform any institution, government, non-government, or multinational cooperation that has a workforce active in global public health and wants to create a designated professional to help manage health and foreign affairs issues.

Without further refinement of the nuances involved in GHD practice, such as political, economic, and military diplomacy, GHD will not develop as field of practice, which will present challenges when trying to recruit, train, and/or develop this specialized workforce.

**OVERARCHING STUDY AIMS**

The specific aims of this project are to (1) update definitions and practice models in the field of GHD related to the development and practice of Health Attachés; (2) create a GHD core competency model to address gaps in training for
global public health, foreign affairs, or other specialized personnel with similar mandates; and (3) present a profile of practicing Health Attachés accredited to the United States and foreign governments.

The findings of this study will help public health, diplomatic, and other professionals charged with GHD, identify strategies to improve practice and help professionalize the tradecraft of GHD. A core competency model, similarly defined and maintained by the U.S. Department of State for traditional diplomacy, is needed to allow standardized competencies to be developed and adopted across institutions, to promote more effective approaches to address critical GHD problems and challenges.

Presenting a description of core GHD participants, Health Attachés, understanding their preparation, training, perspectives on GHD, including success and challenges, as well as suggestions for improving the field, will help provide a model of practice. This description will help encourage other countries and institutions to develop dedicated Health Attachés, as well as professionals charged with facilitating global health action. A practice model to establish a designated position, charged with a broad mandate to address global health issues, a Health Attaché, will help any institution engaged in public health issues that traverse international boundaries, facilitate more effective global health action. This would apply to individuals, private multinational companies, governments, or multilateral institutions.
Figure 1.1: The Continuum of Global Health and Foreign Policy
Figure 1.2: Executive Branch Agencies Supported by the President’s Emergency Plans for AIDS Relief and Relationship to the Office of Global Health Diplomacy
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CHAPTER 2: BRIDGING PUBLIC HEALTH AND FOREIGN AFFAIRS; THE TRADECRAFT OF GLOBAL HEALTH DIPLOMACY AND THE ROLE OF HEALTH ATTACHÉS

ABSTRACT

As the world becomes more interconnected, the need for coordinated responses to shared global public health threats has increased. A small but growing cadre of diplomats known as Health Attachés is key among the practitioners of global health diplomacy (GHD) who employ the tools of diplomacy and statecraft to bridge governments’ public health and foreign policy objectives.

A Health Attaché is defined as a diplomat who collects, analyzes, and acts on information concerning health in a foreign country or countries and provides critical links between public health and foreign affairs stakeholders.¹ The first mention in the literature of ‘Health Attaché’ was in a 1948 issue of the Journal of the American Medical Association announcing the assignment of Morris B. Sanders to U.S. Embassies in Brussels, Paris, and The Hague.² Dr. Sanders was commissioned into the U.S. Public Health Service and detailed to the U.S. Department of State with a mission to collect information from these countries on health, medical research, and diseases of interest to the United States.² Since then, a growing number of countries have assigned Health Attaché to work in embassies in countries of strategic importance. However, few papers specifically describe this special cadre of diplomats.

Understanding the role of Health Attaché, who work across disciplines and national boundaries, is important to improve the effectiveness of their work, enhance...
countries use of Health Attaché, and help shape training and professional
development of future GHD practitioners. In this paper, we first describe the
conceptual background of GHD in the 21st century and its impact on the development
of the Health Attaché. Next, we introduce a Pyramid of Global Health Diplomacy,
presenting a cascade of actors, definitions, and tools to update definitional concepts
used in this field, followed by a description of current practices and competencies of
Health Attachés as a specific type of diplomat. Finally, we propose a Tradecraft
Model for GHD and the modern Health Attaché to characterize the qualifications and
training necessary for these professionals.
INTRODUCTION


A country's foreign policy can be understood as the strategy of a state to achieve its goals and to protect its national interests within the international community. Yet twenty years ago, few would have used the words, ‘global health’ and ‘diplomacy’ in the same sentence, even though health is an integral component of global security. The term Global Health Diplomacy (GHD) is now firmly established in the global health lexicon, with relevance to both public health practice and foreign policy. In addition, many events over the last two decades have contributed to the development of the field of GHD, such as the increase in global funding for HIV/AIDS; the threat of emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases; the need for pandemic preparedness; the shifting of international health assistance to new multi-level collaborative partnerships; and the emerging focus on health system strengthening and universal health coverage. The field of GHD is supported by at least two peer-reviewed scientific journals, numerous training programs, at least eight major public health institutions that maintain GHD content on their web sites, and a dedicated Office for GHD in the U.S. Department of State.

In 2008, Vicanne Adams, Thomas E. Novotny, and Hannah Leslie described GHD as a political activity that meets the dual goals of improving public health, while strengthening relations among nation states. While this definition implies links between public health and foreign affairs, further refinements in the definition have followed. In 2009, U.S. Assistant Secretary of State for Oceans, Environment, and
Science, Kerri-Ann Jones, described GHD as a critical tool in foreign affairs, encouraging diplomats in the Department of State to consider public health principles along with the traditional tools of commercial, military, and political diplomacy. Other stakeholders have also emphasized the use of health diplomacy as a “soft” or “smart” power tool in foreign policy as well as in national security discourse. Ilona Kickbusch, a professor at the University of Geneva’s Graduate Institute of International and Development Studies Global Health Programme, has described the temporal continuum of global health and foreign policy, with health becoming an increasingly important part of foreign policy discussions and negotiations in a globalized world. With health threats that impact national security, such as highly pathogenic avian influenza, challenges to the safety of the global drug supply, the continuing scourge of HIV/AIDS, and the spread of the Ebola virus declared a public health emergency of international concern, the need for diplomats to understand health issues while being able to negotiate effectively in the multi-national foreign policy space is increasing.

In 2011, Katz et al., presented a taxonomy for GHD, defining “core,” “multi-stakeholder,” and “informal” forms of health diplomacy. We have employed Katz’s definitional terms to construct a diagram (Figure 2.1) to illustrate and emphasize aspects of GHD practice. As depicted, each category of GHD practice involves different tools and actors: 1) core health diplomacy uses bilateral and multilateral treaties and agreements among government and state actors; 2) multi-stakeholder diplomacy uses partnerships among government agencies and multilateral
institutions, and 3) informal health diplomacy uses agreements with donor, academic, and humanitarian agencies.

This pyramidal structure does not imply that one category is more effective than another but rather, that the number of practitioners is fewer and the range of their activities is more focused at higher levels of the pyramid. Similarly, while neither actors nor tools are restricted to particular categories, actors and tools most frequently align within each respective category of GHD practice. To have a successful global health strategy that addresses public health and foreign policy goals, effective action at each level of the GHD pyramid is needed. As we propose below in our Tradecraft Model for a Health Attaché, GHD as practiced by Health Attachés, requires identifying and engaging these tools and actors and coordinating action among multiple counterparts and stakeholders.

Health Attachés and Their Qualifications

A Health Attaché, typically assigned by a country’s ministry of health or foreign affairs, is accredited to the country of assignment--meaning that their name, diplomatic title, and mandate to represent the interests of their government--are presented by the sending government, and accepted by the receiving government, according to the procedures set out in the Vienna Convention of Diplomatic Relations (VCDR) of 1961. Thus, a Health Attaché must be able to practice GHD and conduct related policy negotiations on behalf of his/her respective government. Negotiations may encompass other relevant sectors such as trade, security, and human rights, and thus the core competencies for a Health attaché must include in-depth technical
knowledge of public health issues and problems as well as broad-based general knowledge, sound judgment, and strong interpersonal skills. The practice of GHD requires balancing these elements among multiple stakeholders to mutually address foreign policy and global health goals.

Specifically, a core practitioner of GHD, including a Health Attaché, must possess technical skills in understanding global health risks as well as skills in traditional diplomatic fields of political, economic, commercial, public affairs, and military diplomacy. Public health professionals generally value deep scientific knowledge and technical skills, but there is also a growing recognition of the need for a wider breadth of knowledge and skills in foreign affairs, international law, and public policy among public health stakeholders and counterparts in order to bring about change needed to mobilize global health action among nations. Hence, Health Attachés need to utilize a set of traits, knowledge, and competencies that encompass multidisciplinary areas of public health practice, global health governance, health security, and risk communication.

Today, a Health Attaché’s critical activities include facilitating links between domestic public health agencies and partners in their country or region of assignment, providing scientific and policy guidance on areas of public health practice, building and maintaining relationships in an international setting, and reporting on health matters in a foreign country. Other activities include facilitating and coordinating public health technical assistance; supporting research collaborations and information sharing; facilitating professional contacts; and negotiating bilateral and multilateral agreements. In addition, health attachés help coordinate public health policy across
government agencies to help create a consistent foreign policy voice for the
government on health issues. Health Attaché also engage in promoting global health
security and safety and facilitate global health governance.

**Roles of U.S. Health Attachés**

In the United States, Health Attaché positions are typically populated from
agencies of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) such as the
Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA), or the National Institutes of Health (NIH); or from the Office of Global Affairs
(OGA) in the Office of the Secretary of HHS. OGA is an HHS staff office that provides
formal support to the HHS Secretary for global health matters, and supports HHS
Health Attachés deployed in the field. In addition, OGA coordinates with HHS
Agencies, the broader U.S. Government interagency community, other countries,
multinational organizations, and non-governmental entities.

Currently, five posts have full-time, dedicated Health Attaché assigned by
HHS (four other posts previously hosted Health Attachés); four countries have part-
time HHS Country Representatives, who also serve as full time CDC Country
Directors but have a formal letter of appointment from OGA to represent HHS to a
foreign government (Table 2.1). However, both Health Attaché and HHS Country
Representatives represent the Secretary of HHS in-country and are the senior public
health representative for the U.S. Government that provides direct support and
counsel to the U.S. Ambassador. The Department of Defense (DOD) has two Health
Affairs Attachés, and there is one Health Attaché assigned by the U.S. Agency for
International Development (USAID). While the DOD and USAID representatives respond to their own specific chain of command rather than HHS, they are senior active duty military or public health officers who maintain informal linkages to OGA and other HHS Agencies and, as with all Health Attaché, provide support to the U.S. Ambassador.

OGA receives more requests from U.S. Embassies to furnish Health Attaché than there is capacity to support. To establish a new Health Attaché position, a confluence of support must exist among the U.S. Government, the Department of State, HHS, and the U.S. Ambassador in a given country, in addition to identifying available funding. The priority for opening and closing positions is periodically reviewed with key stakeholders and counterparts in the U.S. Government, and with host country governments. While much can be accomplished in the modern electronic communication and transportation age that enables offices to communicate with counterparts in other countries, there is increasing, not decreasing demand for the expertise of a resident Health Attaché, formally accredited to represent his/her government in foreign affairs.

*Tradecraft Model of Health Attachés in the U.S. Government*

U.S. Health Attachés interface with four key categories of stakeholders (Figure 2.2): 1) U.S. Government, 2) Multi-national organizations, 3) Non-state actors (NGOs, large donor organizations, private corporations, general public), and 4) the host country government. Each may have different levels of focus on foreign policy or
public health goals that must be thoroughly understood by the Health Attaché in order for him/her to succeed as a health diplomat. For example, within the U.S. Government, HHS Agencies are primarily concerned with domestic public health goals and have only a small focus on foreign affairs. Conversely, the U.S. Department of State has a primary responsibility for foreign policy goals with a smaller focus on public health. Knowing the nuances of each institution’s primary focus along the continuum of global health/foreign policy is necessary for the Health Attaché to align consultations and negotiations with appropriate interests, mechanisms, and partners.

As illustrated in Figure 2.1, partners are identified by either a counterpart relationship or a stakeholder relationship that must be further understood by the Health Attaché. Knowing which actors are in each category and which objectives they share will assist in framing discussions and defining expectations during negotiations.

A counterpart relationship is typically formalized in an official document or signed agreement, such as a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) or a health protocol between health agencies in the home government and the partner country. A counterpart relationship could also be established between multiple counterparts, such as a Science and Technology Agreement (S&T), negotiated by the U.S. Department of State, that includes identifying health counterparts in the home and partner country. By comparison, a stakeholder relationship may or may not be codified in a formal agreement among partners. For example, the Health Attaché in Geneva, Switzerland, functions primarily as a liaison officer between the U.S. Mission and World Health Organization (WHO), and thus has a central counterpart
relationship. However, in any other country where a U.S. Health Attaché or HHS Country Representative is present, WHO would generally be considered a stakeholder and would not typically have a formal country-level agreement with U.S. health agencies. Stakeholder relationships also include those with the host country Ministry of Foreign Affairs or other non-health agencies. Health Attachés, in carrying out their responsibilities, must navigate discussions and negotiations with both counterparts and stakeholders.

As depicted in Figure 2.1, Health Attachés act as the central "node" or interface for a variety of counterparts and stakeholders. Tradecraft in this dynamic should include actively promoting domestic and shared global health interests in consultations and negotiations across the spectrum of national, host country, and global health stakeholders and counterparts through the formation and long-term cultivation of formal and informal relationships. More analysis and study of these dynamics, shared not only by today’s Health Attachés, but diplomats in the traditional fields of political, economic, commercial, public affairs, and military diplomacy, is needed to develop this tradecraft model further.

We note that our proposed tradecraft model has certain limitations. First, it provides only a preliminary description and a foundational approach to some of the core competencies, training, and roles of the Health Attaché. As there is little research assessing the functions and impact of Health Attaché, further development of this tradecraft model will also likely evolve as this unique diplomatic role develops in 21st century diplomacy.
Non-U.S. Global Health Diplomacy Practitioners in Washington, D.C.

To further understand the range of duties of GHD practitioners, we also examined the roles of official diplomatic representatives to the United States using the publicly available ‘Diplomatic List,’ published quarterly by the Office of the Chief of Protocol of the U.S. Department of State. This list contains the name, title, and contact information for each government representative and is required by signatory nations to the Vienna Convention of Diplomatic Relations (VCDR) of 1961. Often, the diplomatic title listed suggests the specific area of focus for each diplomat on the list, such as Defense Attaché, or Minister-Counselor for Commercial Affairs. A review of the Diplomatic List for 2011 and 2012 reveals that seven nations name a diplomat accredited to the United States with some responsibility in the field of health (Table 2.1).

For the majority of countries with representation in Washington, D.C., health matters are often included in the portfolios of diplomats who may have other focus areas or even titles. Specifically, health may only be a component of economics, trade, or science portfolios. This may limit the attention paid or prioritization of health issues by the named representative. It is somewhat surprising that only seven of 130 countries represented (approximately 750 diplomats) in Washington, D.C., have employed specifically-named health representatives. Given substantial increases in U.S. commitment and financing to global health initiatives in the past two decades through programs such as the President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) and the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis, and Malaria (Global Fund), one might expect that foreign representations would have required more specific health
expertise to support their negotiations with relevant U.S. agencies. The U.S. President’s Emergency Plan For AIDS Relief (PEPFAR) has involved more than 70 nations since 2003; and 26 nations have been involved in the U.S. Global Health Security Agenda since February 2014. This plethora of GHD activity suggests the need for more fully trained core practitioners of GHD, both for the United States and globally.

However, not every diplomat who practices GHD is a ‘Health Attaché, nor is a role of the Health Attaché confined to only bilateral health negotiations. Government interaction with multi-national organizations such as WHO, non-governmental organizations, private sector business enterprises, or even the general public, also require GHD expertise in order to accomplish and negotiate health policy objectives of governments. Recently, global health challenges and funding changes have stimulated many diplomatic missions to assign a specific health expert to their Geneva-based missions. Hence, the Diplomatic List, if replicated in Geneva, would contain many more diplomats with “health” in their titles, though not all of these practitioners would necessarily be defined as a Health Attaché.

As illustrated in Figure 2.1, a critical factor differentiating Health Attachés from other diplomats is the Health Attaché’s role, regardless of the agency to which they belong, in providing a critical link between the health agencies and the foreign policy apparatus of both the sending and receiving country. As government priorities migrate along the continuum between foreign policy and global health, from health being an essential tool of foreign policy to a goal of foreign policy, the need for
additional training in GHD, and, more specifically, the need, role and influence of diplomats dedicated as Health Attachés, is evident.\(^{20}\)

CONCLUSION

As the 21st century continues to emphasize the need for coordinated global health action among nations, the importance of Global Health Diplomacy has emerged within foreign policy circles. We have described the duties of the Health Attaché in negotiating cross cutting issues that intersect the fields of global public health and foreign affairs. In this paper, we have explored and defined an initial Tradecraft Model for GHD and Health Attachés in order to better describe his/her special brand of diplomatic practice. Further analysis of this model may assist both public health and foreign affairs practitioners and policy makers in developing more extensive pathways to address continuing global public health problems that impact the lives of millions. Hence, the success of the Health Attaché is of critical importance to addressing the core goals of GHD and to ensuring that health remains a priority in U.S. foreign policy and multinational engagement.
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Figure 2.1: Pyramid of Global Health Diplomacy: Cascade of Actors, Definitions, and Tools

Adapted from: Katz et al., Defining Health Diplomacy: Changing Demands in the Era of Globalization^2^
Figure 2.2: The Tradecraft Model of Global Health Diplomacy and U.S. Health Attachés
Table 2.1: Location and Title of Current and Former HHS Health Attachés; and Other Health Representatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HHS Health attachés</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Beijing, China</td>
<td>Health attaché</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Brasilia, Brazil</td>
<td>Health attaché</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Geneva, Switzerland</td>
<td>Health attaché</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Johannesburg, South Africa</td>
<td>Health attaché</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. New Delhi, India</td>
<td>Health attaché</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**HHS Country Representatives (full time CDC Country Director)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Bangkok, Thailand</td>
<td>HHS Country Representative*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Hanoi, Vietnam</td>
<td>HHS Country Representative*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Guatemala City, Guatemala</td>
<td>HHS Country Representative*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Nairobi, Kenya</td>
<td>HHS Country Representative*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Department of Defense Health Affairs Attachés**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Hanoi, Vietnam</td>
<td>DOD Health Affairs Attaché**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>DOD Health Affairs Attaché**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**United States Agency for International Development Health attaché**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Jakarta, Indonesia</td>
<td>USAID Health attaché**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Former HHS Health attachés**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Hanoi, Vietnam</td>
<td>Health attaché</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Addis Ababa, Ethiopia</td>
<td>Health attaché</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Kabul, Afghanistan</td>
<td>Health attaché</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Baghdad, Iraq</td>
<td>Health attaché</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*position is part time HHS Country Representative and full time CDC Country Director
**position is assigned by DOD or USAID to support public health issues of importance to the U.S. Ambassador, and maintains informal links to DOD and the public health agencies of the sending and receiving country
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CHAPTER 3: MAPPING FOREIGN AFFAIRS AND GLOBAL PUBLIC HEALTH COMPETENCIES: TOWARDS A CORE COMPETENCY MODEL FOR GLOBAL HEALTH DIPLOMACY

ABSTRACT

The largest Ebola Virus Disease outbreak in recorded history required not only the greatest global health response in history, but also placed new demands on both the diplomatic corps and public health officials. Coordinated action to address public health issues that cross national boundaries is referred to as global health diplomacy (GHD), broadly defined as political activity that meets dual goals of improving public health and strengthening relations among nations. However, there is no GHD core competency model to inform training of professionals, or help direct efforts requiring cross-disciplinary coordinated global health action. No institution has yet developed a GHD core competency model which would help bridge the fields of global public health and foreign affairs, providing additional guidance to diplomats, public health, or any other professionals with similar mandates to prepare for global health emergencies, or expand collaborations and partnerships to tackle public health problems of mutual concern. Without defined competencies in field of GHD, professionals changed with public health action may lack the specific knowledge, skills, or abilities to effectively manage or lead during a global health emergency, or formulate a complex global health partnership or collaboration.

This research identifies and maps core competencies that can be used to address this gap in the training of professionals in the fields of foreign affairs and global public health. We conducted focused internet searches to identify two core competency models in foreign affairs and six competency models in global public health.
health. Employing domain word counts, we compared models to determine degree of association, divergence, and emphasis. Based on these analyses, we propose an initial GHD core competency model to inform training within global public health and foreign affairs organizations and institutions, to ensure both foreign affairs, global health, and other professionals with a similar mandate for GHD practice, have the necessary knowledge, skills, and abilities to support effective global health action.
As the recent Ebola Virus Disease (EVD) outbreak rapidly demonstrated, foreign affairs and global public health professionals must work in concert to respond to complex diseases that rapidly transcend geopolitical borders. As a result of today’s interconnected world, mass migration of people, and expanding social networks, more so than any other time in history, diseases threaten the security of populations globally, and nations must join together to tackle common public health threats. This is not a new model. Global health and foreign affairs institutions currently tackle a myriad of global health threats including prevention and control of HIV/AIDS, tuberculosis, malaria, and pandemic influenza (H1N1), as well as mobilizing responses to severe acute respiratory syndrome, and even non-communicable diseases. Coordinated action that transcends international borders by country governments, multilateral and research institutions, and the public, increasingly rely on this emerging field of practice which inextricably links actors in the fields of foreign affairs, security, and global public health.1

GHD is broadly defined as political activities that meet the dual goals of improving public health and strengthening relations among nations.2 However, linking the fields of global public health and diplomacy is a relatively recent concept, emerging over the last two decades.1 Today, you can find GHD included as a topic in nearly every global health conference, as the focus of several academic journals,3,4 and included on the institutional web pages of multiple public health institutions.3,5-9 The concept is relevant to global public health professionals as well as members of the diplomatic corps. Despite the increasing necessity of developing knowledge,
skills, and best practices illustrating competence in the field of GHD, interdisciplinary training bridging the two fields remains nascent. This presents additional challenges to effectively measure or know if we have achieved specific competencies. Additionally, greater refinement of definitions is needed to understand how competencies relate to specific areas of practice in the field of GHD.

Adding more specificity to the field, an article introduced three categories of GHD: Core, Multilateral, and Informal GHD. Further refinements proposed practice oriented definitions, and added specific actors, tools, roles, and accreditation employed by each respective category of GHD (Figure 3.1).

At the top of the pyramid, Core GHD’s primary actors are Health Attachés, specialized diplomats whose main job is to report, negotiate, and formulate agreements that link governments, public health agencies and institutions, around shared public health challenges and threats. Health Attachés have the highest degree of credentialing associated with their field of practice as a member of the diplomatic corps, and consequently the fewest practitioners, necessitating both sending and receiving governments to endorse a Health Attaché in a specific country. In the mid-section of the pyramid is Multilateral GHD, whose principle actors are government employees and representatives of multilateral institutions, with more diverse standards for credentialing from these respective organizations and institutions, and as a result, a greater number of individual practitioners. At the base of the pyramid is Informal GHD, whose principle actors are individuals from technical agencies, country officials, non-governmental organizations, academia, private enterprises, and the public, which has the greatest variance in credentialing, as well as the largest
numbers of actors, and consequently, the greatest variety in associated tools and agreements.

As illustrated in Figure 3.1, to maximize effectiveness within each stratum, each actor employs specific tools, including agreements, strategies, and models of best practice to achieve a single shared goal: to mobilize nations, institutions, and the public to action around common public health threats. Together, these three types of GHD emphasize the cross-cutting and multi-disciplinary nature of this activity, but also reflect the complexity of defining competencies, targeting training appropriately, as well monitoring performance and forming best practice models for GHD actors at any level.13 This cascade of definitions, tools, and actors helps provide additional clarity to more effectively focus the practice of GHD. However, without defined GHD competencies within the field to better inform training of professionals, actors within each stratum may lack the associated necessary knowledge, skills, or abilities – the application of a skill at the appropriate time.

Foreign affairs and public health agencies use core competencies for recruitment, accreditation, and educational standardization within their respective fields.14,15 Core competencies are sets of knowledge, skills, abilities, and behaviors required for work within an organization and are used to measure progress and evaluate performance.16 However, in the emerging profession of GHD, neither foreign policy nor global public health institutions have updated their published core competency models to include the emerging link between the fields. Enhanced competency models that illustrate the cross-discipline knowledge, skills, and behaviors is needed for actors in Core GHD, to provide Health Attachés and diplomats with the capacity to manage and lead in the field of foreign affairs and
statecraft, but also needed for actors in Multilateral and Informal GHD, to inform more effective global public health negotiations in foreign policy fora. Identifying the specific domains needed within a GHD competency model will help both foreign affairs and global public health training programs better prepare professionals to successfully influence foreign policy outcomes, develop effective and more responsive partnerships, and more rapidly mobilize multi-stakeholder action to respond to global health events.

As illustrated, competencies are observable and measurable forms of human behavior that are needed by a group or individual to achieve the goals of an organization. A competency model is an organizing framework that lists the behaviors or abilities required for effective performance in a specific job. Hence, such a model provides a uniform approach for individuals and organizations within the specific field. Further, established core competency models help institutions recruit, train, and accredit individuals into a profession, standardize approaches across institutions, and measure progress of an individual or an organization toward the goals of the group.

The development of a core competency model in the nascent field of GHD, based off of analysis of differences, similarities, and degrees of emphasis of core competencies employed by global public health and foreign affairs organizations, is thus necessary. This model would illustrate additional areas of emphasis needed when preparing global public health, foreign affairs, or any professionals working with public health issues that cross international boundaries, for challenges in today's interconnected world. Additionally, this would help align and guide practitioners charged with negotiations, policy development, and advocacy, to support more
effective public health action, critical in times of global public health emergencies. This paper fills this critical gap by proposing an initial core competency model for the emerging field of GHD to increase effectiveness as well as standardization for GHD actors.

METHODS

We used a three-stage process to develop a competency model for GHD. First, we identified published competency models with definitions from global public health and foreign affairs training organizations by conducting web searches and literature reviews of institutions, government agencies, academic programs, and the peer-reviewed literature. Second, we created an aggregate model for both foreign affairs and global public health to facilitate comparisons between the two disciplines. Employing foreign affairs domains established in the literature as an analytical framework, we then measured degrees of association by counting the foreign affairs key domain words that occur within each competency model. This analytical framework applied consistently across models gives us a surrogate measure for emphasis within each domain, elucidating degrees of shared commonality as well as divergence among the models. Finally, informed with these measures of association, we developed a draft set of core competencies for GHD. By focusing on the greatest differences between the models, we identify domains of additional emphasis needed within both foreign affairs and global public health training programs.
Stage 1: Literature Review

Searches utilized PubMed, JSTOR, Google, and Google Scholar. We included competency models published from global public health and foreign affairs institutions that provide training to professionals in their respective fields. Unpublished competency models from government agencies, private universities, and firms that may charge fees for use of their competency models were excluded. To provide adequate source material to support word counts and comparisons, only competency models that contained full narrative definitions were included in the analysis.

Search terms for public health institutions with training mandates included: ‘training in health diplomacy’, ‘training in global public health’, and ‘training in applied public health,’ ‘global public health’, and ‘core competency model’ or ‘core competencies’ or ‘core precepts’ – which like competency, means a rule of action or conduct within a given field.


By adding Boolean logic to the search terms, focusing on ‘training’ and identifying models from institutions with training mandates and full published core competency models with definitions, will identify the models of interest to be included in the comparative analyses.
Stage 2: Analysis of Competency Models

We assembled an inventory of competency models (all models included in the analysis are listed in Appendix A: Global Public Health Competency Models and Appendix B: Foreign Affairs Competency Models). We then created an aggregate model to facilitate comparisons across disciplines. To create the aggregate model, we utilized seven a priori foreign affairs domains from the foreign affairs literature, identified as important in the review of the models and used to train diplomats in the U.S. Foreign Service. We then enumerated the occurrence of each foreign affairs domain descriptor within each core competency model included in the analysis. The aggregate model thus represents a count of domain descriptors within each competency model. The higher count of domain descriptors, the greater the emphasis of this foreign affairs domain within in each model.

We used the foreign affairs domains to develop the analytic framework used for cross competency comparison as the foreign affairs domains are well established training elements and based on more than 200 years of refinement and application in training in diplomacy, foreign affairs, and statecraft. Global public health is by comparison a much newer academic field and emphasizes by necessity a multidisciplinary approach to competency development. Foreign affairs domains also include areas emphasized in the literature for GHD, such as leadership, negotiations, and training in political, military, and commercial affairs. In addition, given the growing demand that global public health issues make on foreign policy, diplomatic training must also draw on competencies supported in the global public health literature, such as population health, research and ethical analysis, and
scientific communication. Thus, employing word counts from the foreign affairs framework, applied consistency across multiple competency models with definitions, from both fields, yields measures of divergence and intersection, as well as relative emphasis among the competency models from these two fields.

**Stage 3: Developing an Initial Competency Model for GHD**

We developed the GHD competency model by identifying domains with the greatest difference between global public health and foreign affairs, rather than including domains with the greatest similarity. Including competencies with the greatest difference ensures cross-discipline competence, which as illustrated in the literature is most needed for the effective practice of GHD. Areas with agreement between fields are not included in the final model, as these competencies have sufficient attention within both foreign affairs and global public health.

**RESULTS**

We found no published inventories or comprehensive mapping exercises to describe competencies in the emerging field of GHD. However, we identified two core competency models that met the criteria established from our search methodology in the field of foreign affairs from a single institution, and six core competency models from the field of global public health from four different institutions (Figure 3.2).
In total, eight competency models from five institutions fit the inclusion criteria (Table 3.1). We identified two models from one foreign affairs institution (n=2 models from 1 institution) and six models from four global public health institutions (n=6 models from 4 institutions).

Surprisingly, the U.S. Department of State, Foreign Service Institute, is the only foreign affairs institution that has two published core competency models in the field of foreign affairs. Other foreign affairs models were not included as they did not provide competency models with definitions, which are necessary for content analysis, or were not publicly accessible. This is striking considering that every country must maintain a foreign affairs department and train professional diplomats to effectively manage relations with other nations. However, the U.S. Foreign Service Institute publishes a complete core competency model with definitions relevant to each career stage of a diplomat in the U.S. Foreign Service (designated as a Foreign Service Officer [FSO]).

The first model, “13 Dimensions,” is used to recruit and select new FSOs entering the diplomatic corps, with these individuals eventually working at the 294 U.S. Embassies, Consulates, and Missions abroad. The second model, "Criteria for Tenure and Promotion in the Foreign Service," is used after an employee is hired into the Foreign Service, differentiating among the levels of career competencies and used to guide FSOs through a prescribed career track within the U.S. diplomatic corps. No other foreign affairs institution has a published core competency mode that fit the established inclusion criteria.

Among global public health institutions, we identified six global health core competency models from four different institutions: the World Health Organization
(WHO) -- with a model for WHO employees, the Association of Schools and Programs of Public Health (ASPPH) -- with two models, one for Masters level and one for PhD level students, the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) -- with two models, one for CDC employees who work globally, and one for Field Epidemiology Training Program participants, an applied public health training program supported internationally by the CDC, and the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) -- with one model for FDA employees who work globally.

Three of these institutions, WHO, CDC, and FDA, maintain a workforce of global health professionals who work internationally, supporting their respective agency missions and mandates. While the size and composition of these respective workforces vary, all have processes by which professionals are recruited, trained, retained, and promoted, so that they can be effective in their international assignments. ASPPH is an association of academic public health programs that publishes a global public health competency model for use by schools of public health, and this is used to recruit, train, mentor, and prepare students for careers in global public health. While focused on academic preparation, the ASPPH models describe various professional standards for global public health practice and are included in the analysis.

Foreign Affairs Aggregate Model

We identified seven foreign affairs competency domain descriptors to compare competencies across disciplines. The first column in Table 3.2 lists the
domain descriptor from the foreign affairs framework, which serves as the comparison framework for our analyses (Table 3.2). The next two columns show the number of occurrences for each respective descriptor within the first two foreign affairs models. The Foreign Affairs Aggregate column is the sum of the counts for Models1 and 2. The final column in Table 3.2 is the proportional mention of each domain descriptor in the aggregate. This proportion illustrates the emphasis placed on that domain in the field of foreign affairs, ordering the competencies from the highest emphasis to lowest emphasis. The ‘Substantive Knowledge’ domain occurs most often (41%) in the foreign affairs model. Substantive knowledge refers to knowledge of foreign policy objectives at the entry level, using professional standards to improve foreign affairs programs at the mid-level, and raising the level of performance of the foreign affairs organization or institution at the senior level.\textsuperscript{15} ‘Foreign language skills,’ is the second highest (15%); followed by ‘communication’, ‘managerial’, and ‘leadership’ skills, all at 12% respectively, and lastly ‘interpersonal’ and ‘intellectual’ skills at 5% and 3%, respectively. This is the foreign affairs aggregate model we will use for comparison with global public health aggregate model, in the next section.

**Global Public Health Aggregate Model**

Six global public health core competency models were identified during the literature review (Table 3.3) and were utilized in an aggregate for comparisons across disciplines. Similarly to the creation of the foreign affairs model, the global public health aggregate model describes highest emphasis to lowest emphasis using the proportional mention of domain descriptors. Within the global public health model,
the highest percentage mention of descriptors is ‘communication’ skills (28%), followed by ‘substantive knowledge’ (24%), ‘intellectual’ skills (15%), ‘managerial’ and ‘interpersonal’ skills (11% each), ‘foreign language’ skills (7%), and ‘leadership’ skills (4%). This model will be used in the next section to compare across disciples.

Comparing the foreign affairs and global public health aggregate competency models, we found that the highest degree of overlap was for ‘substantive knowledge’ (41% and 28% respectively), followed by communication skills (12% and 28% respectively), and managerial skills (12% and 11% respectively) (Table 3.3).

The differences between emphasis among foreign affairs and global public health training competency models can be best visualized graphically (Figure 3.3). Global public health places a greater emphasis on ‘communications’ and ‘intellectual skills.’ And foreign affairs conversely place much greater emphasis on ‘leadership,’ ‘foreign language,’ and ‘substantive knowledge’ of U.S. foreign policy. Whereby, both competency models have similar attention to managerial skills. This visualization illustrates in Figure 3.3, to be more effective in crossing disciplines from global public health to foreign affairs, or vice versa, these are the areas of greatest divergence, and can thus serve as a map to enhance training for both global public health and foreign affairs professionals.

**Global Health Diplomacy Core Competency Model**

The final competency model for GHD presents the interdisciplinary emphasis needed to address training gaps in public health (Table 3.5). The GHD model is not designed to be employed as a stand-alone model, but, rather, it can inform existing
training programs of professionals in both fields. Like any core competency model, this model needs to be adopted by existing and new training programs, tested, refined, measured, and validated by institutions and organizations that conduct training, so standardized approaches to GHD training may be identified, refined, and implemented, targeting global health action within each stratum of GHD.

By identifying and comparing areas of greatest emphasis within each respective field, we also identified gaps to be addressed for each discipline. This mapping suggests needed enhancements to core competencies used to train professionals in both global public health and foreign affairs institutions. The suggested set of core competencies should be used to enhance the practice of GHD as derived from the models included in the comparison analysis, in Annex A. These competencies should be used to enhance training for public health, foreign affairs, or any profession with a similar mandate to practice GHD, working with public health issues that traverse international boundaries, to increase more effective global health action.

DISCUSSION

This is the first study to identify critical gaps in the training of global public health and foreign affairs professionals to be effective actors in global health diplomacy. Addressing these gaps is an integral component in improving the response to global epidemics, forming new and maintaining existing complex global health collaborations and partnerships, as well as responding to workforce development challenges. We have illustrated gaps in the practice of core, multi-
stakeholder, and informal GHD. This analysis will help align and guide recruitment and training of professionals in each field, enhance educational approaches across institutions, develop appropriately prepared workforces, and help measure progress in professional development over time.\textsuperscript{1,13}

As illustrated during the Ebola outbreak in West Africa, diseases can rapidly threaten global populations and destabilize local governments, necessitating countries, multi-national institutions, private enterprises, and non-governmental organizations, to mobilize enormous resources to tackle shared global public health threats. This activity increasingly relies on the emerging field of GHD to inform more effective public health actions where foreign policy, security, and public health goals intersect. As complex diseases transcend borders, a model for GHD becomes increasingly important to inform and guide foreign affairs, public health, and other professionals with a similar mandates, to work together in concert to facilitate global health action.

With the mobility of populations due to economic forces and conflict as well as the saturation of social and news media with public health issues, the world is more interconnected than ever before. In addition, there are now billions of dollars in foreign assistance for both global health development initiatives and public health emergency responses. These elements create a perfect storm for complex political and health challenges which affect billions of people. More than ever before, global health and foreign affairs professions need to work together to tackle these complex problems and use increasingly scarce global health resources more effectively.

Our comparative analysis illustrates that each discipline’s competency model has elements to support the practice of GHD and help bridge the fields of foreign
affairs and global health. However, there are gaps in both disciplinary models. Global public health training normally does not include skills in leadership, foreign language, or foreign policy. On the other hand, foreign affairs competency models used to prepare diplomats in the U.S. Foreign Service does not include skills in health risk communication, public health analysis, and public health ethics. In order to increase effectiveness of multi-level global health cooperation across public health and foreign affairs professions, a core GHD competency model that incorporates the strengths of each field, while also addressing the cross-field deficiencies identified in this analysis, will better prepare these professionals to effectively address GHD challenges.

Global public health institutions may utilize these GHD competences to enhance recruitment, retention, and accreditation so professionals charged with global health action may acquire additional knowledge, experience, and abilities related to foreign policy goals and objective, language, and leadership. Our analysis emphasizes that these GHD competencies are the areas of least attention among global public health training programs, but are areas of greatest emphasis among foreign affairs training.

At the same time, foreign affairs institutions may use these GHD competencies to enhance training of foreign affairs professionals, so they receive additional knowledge, skills, and abilities related to health communications, literacy, risk communication, marketing, public health analysis of quantitative and qualitative data, and synthesizing information for research and practice, as well as ethical knowledge related to population health.

One example of cross-field competence we identified in the literature review and reported in the identified models included in the analysis is represented in the
President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), the largest public health initiative in history targeting a single disease by a single government. PEPFAR is implemented by public health agencies, but managed and led at the U.S. Department of State through diplomatic missions and is headed by an ambassadorial level appointee, the Global AIDS Coordinator, within the U.S. Foreign Service.\textsuperscript{38} Ambassadors who have PEPFAR in their respective mission are responsible for the leadership of PEPFAR, requiring competencies in both global public health and foreign affairs to be effective. Although PEPFAR is mentioned in the models listed in Appendix A, neither foreign affairs nor global public health mention this program as a bridge between the fields, requiring cross-field competency.

Others have identified a lack of rigorous definitions in the emerging field of GHD, thus limiting the application of pedagogical standards across institutions.\textsuperscript{12} As a result, GHD education is often structured as survey courses for lay and health professionals alike, and often only focusing on the knowledge of global public health principles, concepts, and programs, often limited in time, depth, and scope.\textsuperscript{19} While short courses that focus on knowledge play an important role in continuing education, without competency models to guide training specific to GHD, the knowledge, skills, and behaviors necessary to truly prepare a workforce to practice GHD are not well-defined. Competency models are needed to inform more effective practice of GHD.\textsuperscript{12,39,40}

Professionalism and tradecraft -- the skills gained through experience in a trade, especially codified in the practice of diplomacy, has not been sufficiently described in the global public health literature. Perhaps this is due to the fact that global public health is by nature multidisciplinary, drawing from many fields of
practice. The analysis presented, identifying dearth in both fields, is a starting point to help inform more effective models of practice for the tradecraft of GHD, which will need to draw on the knowledge, skills, and behaviors from both fields.

There are several limitations to the analysis we performed. First, foreign affairs and global public health core competency models were designed to support different professional fields, objectives, and institutions. By extension, each field has different and distinct workforces. However, as illustrated in this study, there is an increasing need to bolster competence for both global public health, foreign affairs, or any other professionals with a similar mandate to work together to be effective.

Public health experts need to understand foreign policy organizations, objectives, and have skills employed by diplomats; and diplomats must be able to understand, manage, and communicate the relative risk of global public health threats that impact national security and population health. Thus, both fields must draw on foreign affairs and public health competencies to train and prepare their respective workforces. Our GHD competency model provides an initial guide to bolster the development of interdisciplinary knowledge, skills, and practice in GHD.

An additional limitation is the comparison of aggregate models for foreign affairs and global public health. While foreign affairs competencies characterize the training of Foreign Service Officers serving at U.S. Consulates, Embassies and Missions abroad, the six global public health competencies we identified are derived from four different institutions, all with different mandates, workforces, and constituencies. Each focus on different aspects of public health practice: academic training (ASPPH), regulatory function (FDA), and public health policy and global governance (WHO), and applied public health fieldwork (CDC). Foreign affairs
competency models are stratified according to entry, mid-, and senior levels. None of the global public health competency models take this approach. However, all models in this analysis had published definitions sufficient for content analysis between these two fields. It is important to reiterate that the core competency model for GHD is not a stand-alone model for practice, but rather is designed to enhance the existing models from foreign affairs, global public health, or any other training with a similar mandate for their workforce.

The foreign affairs competency domains were employed as a baseline for both disciplines and compared across the aggregate competency models by counting the occurrence of each domain descriptors. This method is only a surrogate measure for emphasis and used for comparison and association between these two disciplines. However, this counting methodology, applied consistently, does yield a measure of emphasis and association between these two fields. The word counts do not take into account that the two fields employ slightly different lexicons and may use words differently. However, only including competency models with descriptions assured the content analysis was using the terms in a similar manner, and do show a relative emphasis of each domain within each field.

Lastly, by design, focusing only on published foreign affairs and global public health competency models, the search parameters severely limited the number of models included in this analysis. Since global public health draws from many disciplines, there are other areas of practice in global public health that were not included and thus not evaluated, but may have direct application to the practice of GHD. For example, the only ethical component of the draft GHD competency model relates to research ethics (Institutional Review Board procedures to ensure the ethical
conduct of researchers and the protection of rights for the research subjects). A health diplomat may need additional competencies in population health ethics when evaluating vaccine programs rather than clinical research studies. Thus, additional research and analysis is needed to incorporate competencies for the ethical practice of GHD.

Nevertheless, the search parameters for this study included sufficient information to illustrate major similarities and differences between the two separate but related fields of global health and foreign affairs.

**CONCLUSION**

Evaluation of training programs is needed to refine the GHD competencies and pedagogical approaches that may be used in global health and diplomatic education. Competency-based training offers professionals engaged in GHD a better sense of what is necessary for collaboration, strategic thinking, and skill development needed to accomplish both global health and foreign policy goals in multi-level negotiations.

Foreign affairs institutions charged with training diplomats need to emphasize additional knowledge, skills, and abilities in health communication, analysis, and public health ethics to be more effectively support global health. Similarly, global public health institutions charged with training health professionals need additional knowledge, skills, and abilities in leadership, foreign languages, and foreign policy goals, objectives, and strategies, to be successful in foreign affairs fora.
We have illustrated complementary competencies, drawn from the field of global public health and foreign affairs, which will help improve the practice of GHD. The GHD model presented in this study is not meant to be used in isolation, but rather used as guidance in designing appropriate training curricula of respective professionals in any institution charged with global health action, to increase effectiveness, especially critical during a public health crisis or emergency, or maintaining, expanding, or designing new responsive and complex public health collaborations. Given the lessons currently being gleaned from the Ebola epidemic, there is continual need to expand the study of GHD and the pedagogy needed to support the development of future practitioners in this field.
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Figure 3.1: Pyramid of Global Health Diplomacy: Cascade of Actors, Definitions, and Tools
Figure 3.2: Study Inclusion and Exclusion Framework

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet Search Engines Used</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Google</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Internet Search Keywords</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Public Health</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘training in health diplomacy’, ‘training in global public health’, and ‘training in applied public health.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 5,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Affairs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘training in diplomacy’, ‘competencies for diplomatic training’, and ‘applied diplomacy.’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 5,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search terms added identify core competency models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Public Health</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AND ‘global public health’, OR ‘competency model’ OR ‘competencies’ or ‘core precepts’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 266</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Affairs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 438</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competency models from institutions with published core competency model and training mandate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Global Public Health</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 6 models and 4 institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Foreign Affairs</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n = 2 models and 1 institutions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.1: Global Public Health and Foreign Affairs Institutions with Published Competency Models and Training Mandates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Name of Institution</th>
<th>Type of Institution</th>
<th>Published Competency Model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>U.S. Department of State (DOS)</td>
<td>Foreign Affairs</td>
<td>Foreign Service Officer Qualifications - 13 Dimensions(^{36})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>U.S. Department of State (DOS)</td>
<td>Foreign Affairs</td>
<td>Decision Criteria for Tenure and Promotion in the Foreign Service (3 FAM 1-EXHIBIT H-2321.1B)(^{37})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>World Health Organization (WHO)</td>
<td>Global Public Health</td>
<td>World Health Organization Core Competency Model(^{37})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td>Association of Schools and Programs of Public Health (ASPPH)</td>
<td>Global Public Health</td>
<td>Association of Public Health Schools Global Health Competencies for Masters in Public Health(^{28})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td>Association of Schools and Programs of Public Health (ASPPH)</td>
<td>Global Public Health</td>
<td>Association of Schools of Public Health Core Competencies for the Doctor of Public Health Degree, by Competency Domain(^{39})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)</td>
<td>Global Public Health</td>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention field epidemiology training program competencies(^{40})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)</td>
<td>Global Public Health</td>
<td>Centers for Disease Control and Prevention: Global Public Health Competency Model(^{41})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8.</td>
<td>Food and Drug Administration (FDA)</td>
<td>Global Public Health</td>
<td>Food and Drug Administration: Developing a Global Curriculum for Regulators, Competency Definitions(^{42})</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Description of Organizations: The WHO is a multilateral body comprised of health agencies from member states of the United Nations. The workforce populates the various technical agencies of the organization to set global public health norms and standards. ASPPH is an association of schools and programs of public health, American and international academic institutions that train and accredit professionals in global public health. The CDC is a public health practice agency, whose global workforce staff oversees offices and institutions with various disease protection, prevention, and control missions and mandates. The FDA is a public health regulatory agency with overseas offices and a workforce of global regulators to carry out food, feed, medical device and pharmaceutical protection and regulation mandates. Both CDC and FDA are agencies within the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, the principle public health authority in the United States.

Table 3.2: Foreign Affairs Institutional Competencies and Domain Descriptors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Key Definitional Word, Search Term in 'Quotes'</th>
<th>Foreign Service Qualifications - 13 Dimensions</th>
<th>Promotion in Foreign Service - Core Precepts</th>
<th>Foreign Affairs Aggregate</th>
<th>Foreign Affairs Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Leadership' skills</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Managerial' skills ('manage')</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Interpersonal' skills ('personal')</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Communication'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign 'language' skills</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>15%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Intellectual' skills ('intellect' 'analysis' 'analyze')</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substantive 'knowledge'</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>41%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 3.3: Global Public Health Competencies by Foreign Affairs Domain Descriptors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>'Communication'</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Substantive Knowledge'</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Intellectual skills (integrate, analyze)'</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Managerial skills (manage)'</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Interpersonal skills (personal)'</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Foreign language skills'</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Leadership skills'</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td><strong>149</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 3.3: Global Public Health and Foreign Affairs Competency Comparison
Table 3.4: Comparison of Domains Between Foreign Affairs and Global Public Health Competency Models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Competency Domains</th>
<th>Foreign Affairs Institutions (%)</th>
<th>Global Public Health Institutions (%)</th>
<th>Difference Between Public Health and Foreign Affairs (percentage points)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Leadership skills</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>4%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial skills (“manage”)</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpersonal skills (“personal”)</td>
<td>5%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication skills</td>
<td>12%</td>
<td>20%</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Foreign language skills</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intellectual skills (“analysis” “analyze”)</td>
<td>3%</td>
<td>15%</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substantive knowledge</td>
<td>41%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Totals</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td>100%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.5: Global Public Health Diplomacy Initial Core Competency Model

For global public health professionals to be successful in a foreign affairs context:

1. **Substantial Knowledge and Skills**
   - Knowledge of foreign policy objectives at the entry level, using professional standards to improve foreign affairs programs at mid-level, and raising the level of performance of foreign affairs organization at senior level.

2. **Leadership Skills**
   - Identifies problems and proposes creative and realistic solutions; seeks to improve job and organization performance at entry level; at the mid-level develops innovative technical solutions to make process/organizational improvements and policy adjustments; engages staff in developing effective solutions; at the senior level creates organization-wide innovations; takes a long-term view and acts as a catalyst for constructive change; anticipates and prepares for future.

3. **Foreign Language Skills**
   - Uses foreign language skills to enhance job performance, and better serve customers at entry level; at the mid-level uses skill to effectively communicate, work, and exercise influence, or to improve relationships with local community to better serve customers; at the senior level uses skill to promote U.S. interests with a wide range of audiences, including the media.

For foreign affairs professionals to be successful working with global health issues:

1. **Health Communication Skills**
   - Develop written public health communications and develop and deliver oral public health communications; integrate health literacy concepts in all communication and marketing initiatives; develop informative and outcome evaluation plans for communication and marketing efforts; prepare dissemination plans for communication programs and evaluations.

2. **Public Health Analysis Skills**
   - Evaluate and prioritize the importance of diseases or conditions of national public health concern (including scientific data, regulatory information, inspectional observations and other data regarding animals, drugs, food ingredients, and medical devices); identify the relationships among patterns of morbidity, mortality, and disability of a specified community, country, or region; analyze epidemiological data using appropriate statistical methods; interpret quantitative and qualitative data following current scientific standards; synthesize health information from multiple sources for research and practice; presents information in a clear and concise manner orally and in writing to ensure others understand his/her ideas; and appropriately adapts his/her message, style, and tone to accommodate a variety of audiences.

3. **Interpersonal and Ethical Knowledge and Skills**
   - Understand the sensitive nature of cultural, political, and policy differences and their impact in the design and implementation of public health programs; and demonstrate knowledge of Human Research Subjects protocols and local Institutional Review Board (IRB) requirements.
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CHAPTER 4: APPLIED GLOBAL HEALTH DIPLOMACY: PROFILE OF HEALTH DIPLOMATS ACCREDITED TO THE UNITED STATES AND FOREIGN GOVERNMENTS

ABSTRACT

Global Health Diplomacy (GHD) is a burgeoning field that bridges the independent priorities of both global health and foreign affairs. Given the increasing need to mobilize the global community to respond to Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC) such as Ebola or Zika, or design complex public health partnerships to tackle issues of mutual concern, effective and timely coordination and cooperation among state actors is critical. Health Attachés are key professionals who represent states during these crises. Despite their unique diplomatic mandate, little is actually published about this profession, the preparation needed for it, and the perspectives of those who work in this field. As such, we sought to qualitatively explore the roles, practices, and challenges of accredited Health Attachés from the United States as well as those representing other countries. Through purposive sampling, we performed in-depth interviews with seven Health Attachés: three foreign Health Attachés accredited to the United States and four U.S. Health Attachés accredited to foreign governments. Our interviews explored four key topics: the role and mission of Health Attachés, skills needed to perform GHD, examples of successes and challenges in accomplishing their respective missions, and suggestions for the future development of this professional position. We found several best practices and areas for improvement. Our findings indicated that skills in diplomacy and negotiation, applied science, and cross cultural competency are needed to be a successful core GHD practitioner. Additionally, establishing a clear
career path for Health Attachés and providing on-the-job training and mentored experiences for practitioners is critical for future actors in the field and fostering effective global health action. This would help individual practice, create clear training and career pathways, and ultimately decrease tensions between the fields of foreign affairs, which focuses on advancing national interest, and global health, which focuses on principles of health equity and collective action.

INTRODUCTION

Global Health Diplomacy (GHD) is an emerging field that bridges the fields of global health and foreign affairs. Global health, introduced by Koplan as an evolution of the term ‘international health’, refers to the practice of tackling diseases of public health concern by partnering with nations around principles of health equity, rather than reinforcing national borders in protective isolation. Achieving strategic national objectives through persuasion and attraction, is a critical component in the practice of diplomacy, statecraft, and foreign affairs. As today’s world is more interconnected and mobile than at any other time in history, diseases of global significance cannot be tackled by countries in isolation.

The concept of nations joining together to tackle public health problems is referred to as GHD. In this context, GHD is defined as having dual goals of improving health while strengthening relations among nations. Today, GHD is a necessary tool in the practice of modern diplomacy, expanding traditional areas diplomacy from economic, political, and military perspectives. The global response to the Ebola outbreak in 2014 is a recent illustration of the need for timely and effective
practice of GHD. Among a list of challenges provided by an Interim Assessment Panel, was a 5-month delay in the declaration of PHEIC, and a lack of coordination among WHO members states regarding travel bans, in clear violation of the International Health Regulations (IHR), both of which hampered response efforts in the global community.

It should be noted that there are multiple forms of GHD described in the literature. As Katz et. al. (2011), and Brown et. al. (2014), report, there are three levels of GHD, each with respective actors, tools, roles, and levels of accreditation: core, multi-stakeholder, and informal. Core GHD actors are officially accredited Health Attachés and diplomats, charged with representing and linking public health institutions in one government, to public health institutions in another government. Due to the strict processes needed to diplomatically accredit Health Attachés, involving both a sending and receiving state, core GHD practitioners are the smallest number of GHD practitioners and employ tools primarily focused on state-level action. Multi-stakeholder GHD actors include government employees and multilateral representatives, who have more varied levels of credentialing, and thus represent a larger population of practitioners, and employ tools focused on multi-stakeholder action. Lastly, informal GHD, which includes host country officials, non-governmental organizations, private enterprises, universities, and the general public, have the fewest required credentials and subsequently represent the largest number of practitioners and most diverse set of associated tools. GHD at each level of practice is equally important and necessary for effective global health action. Each distinct group cultivates respective best practices, definitions, tools, and has distinct comparative advantages. This study focuses on the perspectives of core GHD actors
because of their official credentialing and experiences serving as national actors representing government institutions. These professionals, known as Health Attachés, and not adequately described in the literature, and no profile has ever been published capturing perspectives on the practice of GHD, challenges, successes, or suggestions for the future of the field.

Health Attachés are specialized diplomats that collect, analyze, and act on information concerning health in a foreign country or countries; they cultivate key relationships and also provide critical links between public health and foreign affairs stakeholders.¹⁰ To be effective, Health Attachés must competently interact with all three levels of GHD actors on the Pyramid of GHD.¹ They represent the views of their government and forge partnerships with other governments, multilateral institutions, private sector companies, non-governmental organizations and institutions, academia, and the general public.

To be successful in these interactions, Health Attachés must complete a rigid credentialing process involving both sending and receiving governments, to represent their sending government’s views on health matters to receiving governments and non-governmental stakeholders. As primary actors in core GHD, it is important to understand the perspectives of Health Attachés because their unique perspectives in representing state-level actors have not been described in the literature. Additionally, little is known about the practice of core GHD, their priority missions, their perspectives on health-related negotiations, or even the career preparation involved in becoming a Health Attaché.

GHD lacks many standard descriptions, definitions, and evaluation frameworks that appear in descriptions of other fields of practice.¹ ⁰ ⁹ Consequently,
practitioners at all three levels of GHD do not describe the practice of GHD as a tradecraft, or the specific skills applied in service of this trade, or even characterize it as a subset of traditional diplomatic practice.\textsuperscript{11,12} This lack of a common GHD framework may result in considerable confusion or misunderstanding of expectations and relative roles among key actors and stakeholders. As such, there is a need to understand what core GHD practitioners currently interpret as their roles and responsibilities in order to define competencies and develop an evaluation framework for the practice of GHD.

We sought to understand what currently-accredited Health Attaché professional roles and practices encompass, as well as what challenges they face in the field of GHD. These findings may then be used to develop more targeted training programs that can prepare other diplomats, health, or any similar professionals charged with the practice of GHD, to respond to public health emergencies and security crises, as well as to more effectively support, manage, or lead global health issues that impact multinational organizations and entities. Further, delineating these elements of practice and providing lessons learned to other GHD practitioners may improve the ability of nations and other partners find common ground when tackling public health problems of greatest significance.

**METHODS**

**Participant Selection**

This qualitative study utilized seven key informants interviews among foreign Health Attachés accredited to the United States and U.S. Health Attachés accredited
to foreign governments. All interviews were completed between 2013 and 2014. This study was approved by the Institutional Review Boards at the University of California San Diego and San Diego State University (Protocol #1538089).

Health Attachés are highly specialized core GHD actors and are few in number. During the period of this study, there were only 13 individuals eligible for inclusion in the study population. While not all agreed to participate, we were able to evaluate non-participants' stated reasons for declining to participate.

*Foreign Health Attachés.* Eligible individuals included foreign diplomats who were officially accredited to the U.S. Government residing in the Washington, D.C. area, and who had the word “health” in their official diplomatic title as it appeared on the Diplomatic List. Accredited foreign diplomats are diplomats whose credentials from their respective embassy or government have been accepted by the U.S. Department of State (DOS) on behalf of the U.S. Government. This accreditation process, stipulated in the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Relations (VCDR), allows diplomats to represent the views of their respective government to another government, as well as to the greater diplomatic community. As stipulated in the VCDR, all accredited foreign diplomats are listed on a “Diplomatic List,” published quarterly by the DOS, Office of the Chief of Protocol, on their publically available institutional web page. This list includes the individual’s name and address, diplomatic rank and formal title, which gives a brief indication of the diplomat’s area of specialization and function in the Mission. The Mission refers to the government staff and constituent agencies that reside within the diplomatic buildings, residences, and compounds that make up the respective Embassy community. We used the DOS Diplomatic List to recruit foreign Health Attachés into our study. The Diplomatic List
published in Spring 2011 and Winter 2012 shows that only seven of the more than 177 countries have an accredited diplomat to the U.S. with the word “health” in their job title (Table 4.1).\textsuperscript{15}

\textit{U.S. Health Attachés.} Eligible individuals included only U.S. diplomats assigned as Health Attachés abroad (at the time of this study, only five countries had U.S. Health Attachés assigned to them: China, India, South Africa, Switzerland [Geneva, assigned to the U.S. Mission to the United Nations], and Brazil).\textsuperscript{1,13} The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Office of Global Affairs (OGA) is the U.S. governmental unit responsible for assigning Health Attachés to U.S. Embassies abroad. U.S. Health Attachés have an interagency appointment process that allows them to represent the Secretary of HHS in an international context, enables them to report on health issues in the foreign country or region of assignment, and helps them to link public health agencies and other stakeholders between countries or regions of assignment. U.S. Health Attachés also provide scientific guidance to U.S. Ambassadors and other members of the U.S. Missions on areas of public health practice. They maintain key health-related relationships in the foreign country, and help support U.S. government responses to public health issues and challenges.\textsuperscript{13} We contacted all five accredited Health Attachés for participation. Their countries or regions of assignment, diplomatic titles, and respective public health counterparts, are listed in Table 4.2.
Study Procedures

Given the small population eligible for this study, we tried to include all eligible professionals in our sample. We conducted semi-structured interviews with all those who agreed to participate. Interviews were conducted face-to-face if possible, or administered over the phone when not. For participants located in the Washington D.C. area, interviews were arranged at a time and location convenient for the participant. For participants not located in the Washington, D.C. area, interviews were conducted over the phone at a time that was convenient for the research participant.

Informed consent was obtained from all participants and included permission to record and transcribe the interview. Interview notes were taken and incorporated into the narrative transcript. All participants were permitted an opportunity to review and clarify any parts of the interview text before finalizing the transcript. Participant incentives were not offered in this study. Since all subjects’ names, titles, addresses, and respective country mission or Embassy was publically available, no promise of anonymity was possible, and while no names were to be reported in the analysis or reporting of results, no degree of anonymity was possible. These issues were covered in a consent form which was administered and consent obtained prior to starting the interview process.

A priori themes were drawn from the literature and used to develop the interview guide.\textsuperscript{1,16,17} We focused on six domains related to the practice of GHD.\textsuperscript{18} These domains represent gaps in the GHD literature and have not been previously described by practicing Health Attachés.\textsuperscript{19-21} These domains included:
1. Health Attaché office and organizational structure, including their purpose, scope, and definition of GHD;
2. Activities and goals of their office;
3. Diplomatic challenges undertaken in achieving GHD-related goals;
4. Health-related activities that required diplomatic negotiations;
5. Specific or general training that is helpful in serving as a Health Attaché;
6. Suggestions to help improve the field and practice of GHD.

The complete interview guide is attached in Appendix B.

**DATA ANALYSIS**

All audio-recordings were transcribed verbatim. Transcripts were uploaded into MAXQDA for analysis. The principle investigator (MB) and a study research assistant reviewed all notes and transcripts and participated in the coding process. Transcripts were first read and reviewed to develop an understanding of the content and to identify emergent topics/themes. Open codes were created from these emergent themes. These themes were combined with our a priori codes, as derived from our review of the literature, and compiled to create a codebook. The code book included a description of each code’s content, inclusion/exclusion criteria, and a text example. Transcripts were then coded separately by the principle investigator and study research assistant. After coding was completed, transcripts were reviewed for discrepancies, resolutions discussed, and the final codes were applied to the transcript of the interviews.
In an effort to maintain participant confidentiality, during the data analysis, all participants were referred to by the country they were from (foreign Health Attaches) or represented (U.S. Health Attaches). We continue to refer to each Health Attaché in this manner throughout this paper. However, given that all diplomats by definition have their names, titles, and contact information on publically available Diplomatic Lists, according to the VCDR, and the small community, even with the minimal identifiers used, maintaining anonymity of the study participants is not possible. This was discussed during the informed consent process with each participant prior to the start of every interview. However, we will continue to identify all quotations and references to participants’ responses by only the Embassy or Country and the identity of the individual respondent is not included in the analysis, or the reporting of any results.

RESULTS

Of the thirteen Health Attachés eligible to participate in the study, both foreign and American, only seven agreed to be interviewed (Table 4.3). These included three foreign Health Attachés accredited to the United States and four U.S. Health Attachés serving at U.S. Embassies abroad. The foreign Health Attachés were serving at the Canadian Embassy, the European Union (E.U.) Diplomatic Mission, and the Italian Embassy in the Washington, D.C. area. The U.S. Health Attachés were assigned to U.S. Embassies in South Africa, China, India, and Geneva.

Several reasons were cited for lack of participation among the foreign diplomats. The Health Attachés in the South Africa, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait, Denmark,
and France Embassies felt unqualified to participate in a study on GHD. South Africa, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait each responded that they were not public health professionals, and their main roles were as medical professionals who provided primary health care to diplomatic personnel stationed at the Embassy and their families who reside in the Washington, D.C. area. In the case of Saudi Arabia and Kuwait, they also assisted expatriate citizens in navigating both health care and insurance access in the United States. In the case of Denmark and France, these diplomats explained over the course of several emails and the phone conversations that they felt unqualified to participate in the interview about GHD.

They both explained that while their profiles included health, they primarily focused on management and reporting of economic and political affairs, rather than health affairs. Both independently suggested interviewing the Health Attaché for the E.U., who was already included as a study participant. Both diplomats independently asserted that the E.U. Health Attaché would be the most appropriate person to represent their countries as a participant in this study as the E.U. Health Attaché supported the 28 respective E.U. Missions in the Washington, D.C. area regarding public health matters, and additionally was very active as a full time Health Attaché within the diplomatic community.

During the interview with the E.U. Health Attaché, she suggested the inclusion of the Science Attaché for the Italian Embassy and the Canadian Health Attaché for study participation, as they were the most active among the foreign diplomatic community on public health issues in the Washington, D.C. area. The U.S. Health Attaché assigned to Brazil was unable to be interviewed due to staff turn-over and a resulting vacancy in the post during the study’s data collection period. Table 4.3 lists
all identified Health Attachés, whether they agreed to be interviewed, and reasons for refusal.

_The Role and Position of Health Attaché_

“I am the ambassador’s primary advisor on health issues and coordinating representational or policy related issues in the health sector.” -- **U.S. Health Attaché India**

All participants stated that their primary role was to act as the main advisor to the Ambassador and the Mission on health matters and to manage health related activities. Most of the Health Attachés were solely part of a bilateral mission, meaning the purpose of the Embassy is primarily to maintain a formal relationship, codified in agreements, between a sending and receiving government. However, in two cases, E.U. and Geneva, the Health Attaché was part of a multilateral delegation. As such, they represented their respective sending government to a multilateral institution. The U.S. Health Attaché in Geneva is part of the U.S. Mission to the United Nations, with a focus on the World Health Organization. The E.U. Health Attaché represents the European Union, and supports and interacts with the 28 E.U. country Missions’ resident in the United States, as well as represents the E.U. to the U.S. Government and the diplomatic community in the Washington, D.C. area. Both of these multilateral relationships are codified in formal agreements within their constituent institutions.

Interestingly, no Health Attaché was part of a dedicated health section in any Mission. Instead they were embedded in other Embassy sections, such as the Commercial (E.U), Economic (Canada), Science and Technology Section (Italy), or
Environment, Science, Technology and Health (ESTH) sections or Political sections (U.S). The Health Attachés in the U.S. Embassies in China, India and South Africa, and the Canadian Health Attaché were the only participants who had their own employees and a unit dedicated solely to public health, rather than acting as a solo professional. As a result of not having a dedicated health section, with the exception of Italy, Canada, and the E.U., Health Attachés had a direct reporting pathway to either the Ambassador, or the Deputy Chief of Mission. In the case of Canada, Italy, and the E.U., the Health Attaché did report to the Ambassador, but through another section head of the Embassy. In Italy’s case, the Attaché reported to a Science and Technology Section head, in Canada’s case to the Economic Section Head, and the E.U. case to the Commercial Section head. However, all also maintained a direct reporting line to Ambassador. It is interesting to note that as reported by the Geneva U.S. Health Attaché, in the U.S. DOS organizational structure of a Mission, if no ESTH section or officer is present, public health normally matters fall to the Economic Section. However, in all cases, foreign and U.S. Health Attachés, there was a direct reporting relationship to their national public health authority in their home countries (Table 4.4).

What Makes a Health Attaché?

GHD does not have standardized competencies as a field or required training for practitioners, and as such, no Health Attaché was trained to be a Health Attaché. As stated by the Canadian Health Attaché, “One of the deficiencies in global health diplomacy is not having a common language.” As such, as reported by the Canadian
Health Attachés, we have to create our own best practices while identifying needed skills and gaps in training for successful careers. Our participants voiced that there were five main skills needed for success GHD practice: they must have diplomatic and negotiation skills, they must have public health and scientific knowledge, they must understand their Mission’s priorities, and must be cross-culturally competent.

Health Attachés cited a numerous specific skills developed during their respective careers that contributed to various professional successes while serving in a diplomatic Mission. The Italian Health Attaché highlighted the need for technical skills in the field of health.

“[You need a] strong technical background. Sort of a professional diversification...because the real challenge is to understand what science means, to be able to read and understand...areas of interest by different scientists...”—Italy Health Attaché

The Health Attaché from the E.U. referred to the importance of negotiations skills when working on the Trans Pacific Partnership (TPP), a trade agreement among 12 Pacific Rim countries, which has undergone years of negotiations. She cited simulation games to develop her negotiation skills as part of her career development.

“Sometimes you have bad arguments, or you are sent into a mine field which you can't defend... we make a difference in our work with simulation games about negotiation so you [can test various] different outcomes.”—E.U. Health Attaché

The U.S. Health Attaché to China highlighted the subtle professional skills and cultural understandings needed in diplomatic negotiations.
“In international negotiations it’s all about postures. In addition to body language, listening, it's also cultural sensitivity and, of course, nobody can learn everything about every culture but instead of trying to put forward your position too quickly... even playing poker might help too. It’s because that’s what … negotiations might be.” – U.S. Health Attaché China

**Health Diplomacy in Action**

To be effective in their roles, Health Attachés reported that they engage in daily activities, tracking existing and negotiating new agreements, organizing and attending meetings, drafting briefing documents, meeting counterparts, collaborators, and other actors vested in public health issues in the country or region of assignment. As stated by one U.S. Attaché, all activities while serving as a Health Attaché require maintaining and building relationships, the bread and butter of diplomacy.

“Relationship building is a key component of my responsibilities being the sole HHS representative in this country and this part of the world. The relationships are critical to my effective work and that’s a very important part of my job.” – U.S. Health Attaché South Africa

Health Attachés reported that they must be able to create and draw upon relationships within their host country in order to advance the priorities of their Mission while searching for an intersection of mutual interests, for both the home and host governments. Part of building and/or maintaining these relationships comes from chairing and attending committees, working groups, or ad-hoc coordination efforts on health issues and collaborations in the country or region. Relationships built from
these events are then utilized in meetings that manage or maintain requirements related to existing agreements, renew health agreements, and establish new partnerships, accords, or agreements codifying mutual requirements and benefits among parties.

Moreover, each Health Attaché reported employing knowledge gained from these relationships and the identified priorities when contributing to internal planning documents with the Mission, or crafting briefing documents, memos, and talking points or speeches for Mission and governmental leadership. As the U.S. Health Attaché in Geneva mentioned, sometimes “we have a need for key elements to be respected, like human rights, inclusion of sexual and reproductive health services … provided to women and a range of things [to be included]." Since Health Attachés have established relationships with other country representatives, they reported the ability to effectively find ways to succeed in implementing the health initiatives that were of greatest importance to their respective governments, while also finding some mutual benefit for the host government. When referring to an innovation initiative supported by the Embassy:

“That was a good example of global health diplomacy in that we’re providing seed money to these entrepreneurs, medical entrepreneurs in their own countries that would then spin off to a [business to] benefit the country. Example would be a faster way to vaccinate or painless way to give vaccinations.” -- Canada Health Attaché

Health priorities are also part of health portfolios with established goals and objectives of the Mission in the health sector, and are typically part of a larger Embassy strategic planning process, with a number of foreign policy goals. While
most Mission plans are not available for public review or comment and remain unpublished, they are sometimes shared with government counterparts, and are sometimes important to allocate resources, such as the U.S. Government’s President’s Emergency Plan for AIDS Relief (PEPFAR), which provides 5-year strategic plans that in turn guide development of annual Country Operational Plans with the host country.\textsuperscript{24,25} Another example is the European Union’s “Third Health Programme (2014-2020)” which involved all countries in the Union, which has a global health component. This plan, developed from a protracted and deliberate consensus-building process, has a health component to engages E.U. member states, universities, industry partners, and the general public, and is published online every six years.\textsuperscript{26}

Another example of a multi-year consensus process involves Member States preparing resolutions for the World Health Assembly, the convening body of the World Health Organization, the main intergovernmental authority in global public health.\textsuperscript{27} In describing one negotiation, the U.S. Health Attaché remarked:

“This one ended up being about two years of negotiations; from 2010 to 2012 … we built a consensus around a public health approach to dealing with substandard and counterfeit medicines. We created a new member state mechanism which is effectively a subsidiary body of the World Health Assembly to kind of manage and oversee WHO engagement on counterfeits.”

-- U.S. Health Attaché to WHO Geneva

One Mission priority, cited by all seven Health Attachés, was global health security. As the Italian Health Attaché commented:
“We also tend to react on the spot by different interests depending on different priorities; Ebola these days [and] global health security are taking priority.”

-- Italy Health Attaché

The participants stated that health security, found in most global health initiatives, requires continuous discussions with diplomats and other government officials as well as many representatives of the private sectors. The Global Health Security Agenda (GHSA), a U.S. led collaborative with the World Health Organization, governments, organizations, and civil society, to accelerate implementation of the IHR, had several meetings that included participants from each of the seven countries who participated in this study.28

During the study period, four GHSA events were held. These were located in Washington, D.C. in February 2014, Helsinki in May 2014, Jakarta in August 2014, and the White House in Washington, D.C. in September 2014.29 All seven participants attended one or more of these meetings or were involved in inviting and preparing attendees on health-related security issues. In cases of China, India, and South Africa, the diplomatic exchange also involved a demarche concerning attendance at a forthcoming GHSA meeting.30 A formal communication of one government, to another government, usually hosted through respective foreign ministries.

The Future of Global Health Diplomacy

All seven participants strongly believed that GHD as a field and practice would continue to expand and grow in importance in the future, and consequently must be
supported and resourced accordingly. A challenge cited by India, South Africa, China, Geneva, Italy, the E.U. and Canada, was a lack of resources to maintain the requirements of their job, host meetings, travel, and a demand for their services was a challenge to meet an increasing workload. The U.S. Health Attaché in South Africa succinctly summarized the thoughts on this:

“The amount of international health engagement continues to grow, whether that’s bilateral relations or mutual recognition of interests in Health Security, or just plain globalization [that] makes the world smaller, we are going to continue to do more things together...the amount of health diplomacy engagement required to manage and facilitate is a challenge.” -- U.S. Health Attaché South Africa

As asserted by all the participants, GHD is critical to ensuring the success of multi-state engagement on health issues.

All Health Attachés cited that as the practice and use of diplomatic activities involving health continue to grow, workload likewise increases, but unfortunately, resources do not follow suit. There is limited funding to hire additional staff, support travel, or host meetings or workshops. Only India, South Africa, and Geneva had more than one employee in addition to the Health Attaché. Given this, they predicted that meeting the increasing demands of diplomatic activity in health will be a critical challenge to overcome in the future.

Finally, in addition to resource challenges, Health Attachés in India, South Africa, and China cited that there is a perceived fundamental tension between the goals of public health and those of foreign policy objectives.
“…[the idea that] they have very different priorities than we [health professionals] do or they have very different objectives than we do…that there is anybody at the table [of the U.S. Mission] who has very different objectives than we do. I mean, if they do I think that’s a problem. Certainly something that needs to have some sort of reconciliation…” – U.S. Health Attaché India

All participants cited that health is present in nearly all foreign policy goals, be they commercial, trade, or security, and this will mean a greater need for negotiations by diplomats with competencies in health engagement within a foreign policy environment.

DISCUSSION

Health Attachés are key practitioners in GHD. The information we have reported in this qualitative study may contribute to pedagogy, additional research, and refinement of training processes in the field of GHD. We attempted to collect information on best practices and to identify challenges in GHD as experienced by core GHD practitioners. We found that Health Attachés are in a unique position to report on how diplomacy can be applied in the field of global health and foreign affairs. They are the main advisers to diplomatic personnel regarding public health matters in both their home and host countries. They essentially act as the link between governments on health issues, which requires them to be successful in building and maintaining relationships at all levels (i.e., with academics, with industry representatives, with non-governmental groups, with intergovernmental organizations, and with other diplomats). To successfully create and nourish these
relationships, Attachés need a unique set of skills. They must be knowledgeable about a various health issues (from intellectual property rights, to health risks of counterfeit or substandard medication, to health security issues, like Ebola or Zika) or have the ability to quickly learn about emerging issues.

They must be able to carefully and attentively listen to concerns and converse with multiple actors on many subjects. They must also understand the cultural context of health issues in the country that they work. Finally, they must have some training and competencies in foreign affairs in order to understand how the various health topics fit within their Mission’s overall foreign policy goals and objectives. Our results suggest how multidisciplinary training would result in better-prepared Health Attachés who could more effectively conduct GHD. Additionally, these results suggest that training and skills of GHD practitioners may require development of competencies that could then be evaluated, either as part of the training process or as a means of professional development.

In fact, our participants also discussed specific areas in which the field could be improved. To facilitate communication among key actors, one suggested creating and hosting a key contact list of health professionals and their areas of specialization in a country or a region. Such a list could be maintained by the host country government and made available to accredited health diplomats or other public health actors in the country or region. This listing would assist GHD actors in knowing who to contact on specific subjects in each respective post. An email listserv or e-group of GHD practitioners in the host community could help create and maintain relationships that are essential to the success of GHD. Finally, they suggested that open communication and sharing of documents would be beneficial to the field of
GHD. While this is a standard practice of advancing public health practice, this is not the case with traditional areas of diplomatic practice, where issues of national sovereignty and economic strategic advantage outweigh concerns for transparency.

Most often, Mission foreign policy objectives and goals are not openly published. However, potentially publishing a global health Mission strategic plan, similar to the E.U. strategic plan for health engagement, could potentially help improve transparency and eliminate redundancy concerning health activities and priorities of partner governments. Similar models for this practice were described in PEPFAR 5-Year Strategic Country Plan, and annual Country Operational Plans.

The seven participants all described a direct line of communication with either the Ambassador or the Deputy Chief of Mission. Additionally, Health Attachés also help write and shape Mission priorities. Both the line of communication and the direct involvement in shaping health priorities are critical points for leverage and integration of health goals in traditional areas of diplomacy. Health Attachés may serve as advocates for health initiatives if they fit appropriately with the Mission’s overall objectives. And according to all participants, health issues are present in nearly all foreign affairs goals and objectives. And all reported that this will continue and grow over time.

Both foreign and U.S. Health Attachés discussed how the field to GHD will grow in practice and importance in the coming years. However, in order for GHD to continue growing in the future, GHD practitioners must be able balance public health and foreign affairs goals and objectives, finding strategic areas of overlap and convergence. This practice of bridging global health and foreign affairs goals is a
specialized practice and perspective, which Health Attachés by design help develop, and represent the front lines of the practice of GHD.

As the past decade has demonstrated, multistate health issues, such as the domestic anthrax scare in 2001, the West African Ebola outbreak in 2014, and the emerging Zika Virus crises in 2016, are becoming more common and demonstrate the need for countries to form durable and responsive partnerships to tackle health threats and foster effective global health action that transcends international borders.

WHO Director General Margaret Chan addressed the United Nations Security Council during a special session on Ebola stating, “Ebola is likely the greatest peacetime challenge that the United Nations and its agencies have ever faced.” Since such responses are difficult to organize, coordinate, and carry out, GHD practices must be applied in these situations, and thus those who lead these responses must be adequately trained to provide diplomatic guidance during these events in addition to understanding how to address them as specific areas of public health practice.

Participants also described a perceived tension between public health and foreign affairs goals. While not all Health Attachés agreed about whether public health goals should be used to advance foreign affairs objectives, or if diplomacy should be used to advance health goals, the participants did believe that a shared perspective is needed. As the U.S. Health Attaché to India stated, neither field’s goals supersede the other; GHD practitioners should be working toward the same ends as all others in the Mission. In part, this tension is due to the lack of standardization of competencies and differences in preparation within the field of GHD, unlike the standard areas of diplomatic practice. Standardizing the field and practice of GHD
may help reconcile this tension between the fields of foreign affairs and global public health, bringing these two fields, and practitioners, closer together.

Each participant cited that the best preparation and training to prepare for work in the country Mission, is ‘on the job training,’ and another significant finding is that no Health Attaché was trained to be a Health Attaché. Such training and mentored experiences will reinforce skill development in an applied context and can contribute to a more well defined career path. Resources to establish this type of training, including rigorous pedagogy, applied, and measurable, needs to be further developed.

Our study’s main weakness was in our limited sample. While we would have preferred to interview a greater number of foreign Health Attachés to better understand how their roles differ from those of U.S. Health Attachés, we were limited to only diplomats listed on the Diplomatic List. This meant that we were unable to talk to foreign Health Attachés who may be posted in other countries (e.g., a Canadian Health Attaché posted in China). However, given these limitations, we believe that the variety of participants who each had a unique perspective provided an important perceptive of core GHD actors.

CONCLUSION

Despite the limitations of this study, we were able to identify several lessons to apply to the growing field of GHD. First, GHD actors need to receive appropriate practical training in order to successfully negotiate the intersection of global health and foreign affairs. Our participants suggested several areas of training that would
benefit GHD actors: diplomacy and negotiation, applied science, and cross-cultural competency. Second, participants articulated the need for a career path for GHD practitioners through fellowship programs, increased opportunities for on-the-job training and mentored experiences, and GHD competencies with defined levels of mastery that can be used in occupational evaluation and career development. This would help individual practice, create clear training and career pathways, and ultimately decrease tensions between the independent priorities in the fields of foreign affairs and global public health, fostering more effective global health action.
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Table 4.1: Diplomats in Washington, D.C., Accredited to the United States with ‘Health’ in Their Diplomatic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country Embassy/Delegation</th>
<th>Diplomatic Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Canada</td>
<td>Counselor for Health*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Denmark</td>
<td>Health and Training Attaché*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. European Union</td>
<td>Minister-Counselor for Food Safety,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. France</td>
<td>Health and Consumer Affairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. South Africa</td>
<td>Counselor for Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>Health Attaché*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Kuwait</td>
<td>Health Attaché*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: U.S. Health Attachés Assigned Abroad by the United States Department of Health and Human Services

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Diplomatic Title/Primary Counterpart</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Brazil</td>
<td>Health Attaché/Ministry of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. China</td>
<td>Health Attaché/Ministry of Health and Family Planning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. India</td>
<td>Health Attaché/Ministry of Health and Family Welfare</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. South Africa</td>
<td>Health Attaché/Department of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Geneva (in Switzerland)*</td>
<td>Health Attaché*/World Health Organization</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 4.3: Eight Health Attachés Accredited to the United States and Five Health Attachés Accredited to Foreign Governments, Who Participated in the Global Health Diplomacy Study, 2012-2014

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diplomats in Washington, D.C., Accredited to the United States, with “Health” in Diplomatic Title</th>
<th>Y/N</th>
<th>Interview Month/Year, or reason for refusal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Country</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1. Canada</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>February 2012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Denmark</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Position vacant February 2012; referred to E.U. Health Attaché</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. European Union</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>February 2012; also encouraged we interview Italy Science Attaché</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Italy</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>August 2014 (referred to by the E.U. Health Attaché)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. France</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Position did not address public health issues, referred to E.U. Health Attaché</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. South Africa</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Clinical provider of health services, does not address public health issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Clinical provider of health services, does not address public health issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Kuwait</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Clinical provider of health services, does not address public health issues</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<p>| U.S. Health Attachés Assigned Abroad by the United States Department of Health and Human |
|-----------------------------------------------|-----------------------------------------------|</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Y/N</th>
<th>Interview Month/Year, or reason for refusal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Brazil</td>
<td>No</td>
<td>Unable to schedule and position became vacant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. China</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>March 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. India</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>February 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. South Africa</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>August 2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Geneva</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>October 2014</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Table 4.4: Foreign and U.S. Health Attachés Reporting relationship to Ambassador and Domestic Health Authority, and Section Size

| Foreign Health Attachés in Washington, D.C., Accredited to the United States |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| County | Reporting Ambassador/Deputy Chief of Mission | Section | Direct Reporting to Public Health Agency | Number of Staff |
| Canada | Yes | Econ | Yes | 4 |
| E.U | No | Econ | Yes | 4 |
| Italy | No | Science | Yes | 2 |

| U.S. Health Attachés Assigned Abroad by the United States Department of Health and Human Services |
|---|---|---|---|---|
| County | Reporting Ambassador/Deputy Chief of Mission | Reporting to Public Health Authority | Number of Staff |
| China | Yes | ESTH* | Yes | 1 |
| India | Yes | ESTH* | Yes | 2 |
| South Africa | Yes | ESTH* | Yes | 3 |
| Geneva | Yes | Economic | Yes | 1 |
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION

APPLIED HEALTH DIPLOMACY: DEVELOPMENT OF A FRAMEWORK TO ADVANCE THE SCIENCE, PRACTICE, AND TRADECRAFT OF GLOBAL HEALTH DIPLOMACY

OVERVIEW

This dissertation research was undertaken to better describe and understand the practice of the emerging field of Global Health Diplomacy (GHD). GHD is a relatively new field, developing over the last fifteen years that bridges independent priorities within the fields of global health and foreign affairs. Given the increasing need to mobilize the global community to respond to Public Health Emergencies of International Concern (PHEIC) such as Ebola or Zika, as well as forge new and expand existing partnerships for collective action, effective and timely coordination and cooperation among multiple actors is critical. Health Attachés are specialized diplomats who represent states’ interests within these negotiations.

Despite Health Attachés specific diplomatic and public health mandates, they are very few in numbers, and little is published about this profession, preparation, and perspectives in field of GHD. Additionally, no institution has published a GHD core competency model, which would help recruit, train, monitor, and evaluate professionals in global health, foreign affairs, and other similarly charged institutions with a mandate for working on global health issues that transcend international borders. This can lead to confusion when trying to align appropriate actors, tools, and institutions to achieve effective global health action.
Bridging Public Health and Foreign Affairs: the Tradecraft of Global Health Diplomacy and the Role of Health Attachés

In Chapter 2, we defined a Health Attaché as a diplomat who collects, analyzes, and acts on information concerning health in a foreign country or countries and provides critical links between public health and foreign affairs stakeholders. Understanding the role of Health Attachés, who work across disciplines and national boundaries, is important to improve the effectiveness of their work, enhance use of Health Attachés, and help shape training and professional development of future GHD practitioners. Next, we described the conceptual background of GHD in the 21st century and its impact on the development of the Health Attaché. Following that, we introduced a Pyramid of Global Health Diplomacy, presenting a framework of actors, definitions, and tools, aligned to three categories of GHD practice: core, multi-stakeholder, and informal GHD. We then described the current practices and competencies of Health Attachés as a specialized type of diplomat. Finally, we proposed an initial Tradecraft Model for Global Health Diplomacy and Health Attachés, illustrating the various counterparts and stakeholders who work with Health Attachés to better characterize the qualifications, training, and roles. This research provides the first practice model for GHD in the field, providing a framework to illustrate the escalating priority that health occupies within foreign policy and multinational engagement.
Mapping Foreign Affairs and Global Public Health Competencies: Towards a Core Competency Model for Global Health Diplomacy

The largest Ebola Virus Disease outbreak in recorded history required not only the greatest global health response in history, but also placed new demands on both the diplomatic corps and public health officials.7-9 Coordinated action to address public health issues that cross national boundaries is referred to as global health diplomacy (GHD), broadly defined as political activity that meets dual goals of improving public health and strengthening relations among nations.4 However, there is no GHD core competency model to help prepare institutional workforces, offer targeted training to professionals, or help monitor or direct efforts that require cross-disciplinary competency.3,10

No institution has yet developed a GHD core competency model which would help bridge the fields of global public health and foreign affairs, providing additional training and guidance to diplomats, public health professionals, or other similarly charged professions. Workforces in the 21st Century need to prepare for and lead during global health emergencies, as well as forge new and expand existing collaborations for global health action. Without defined competencies in field of GHD, institutions charged with public health action may lack personnel with the required knowledge, skills, and abilities to effectively manage or lead during a global health emergency, or without the required competencies to design, implement or maintain complex multi-party collaborations for collective action.11,12

This dissertation identified and mapped core competencies that can be used to address this gap in the recruitment, training, and management of professionals in the fields of foreign affairs and global public health. Limiting inclusion criteria to institutions with a training mandate and published core competency models with full
definitions, we conducted focused internet searches to identify two core competency models in foreign affairs from a single institution, and six core competency models from five different institutions in global public health that met our inclusion criteria.¹³

Employing domain word counts and a foreign affairs framework established in the literature, we compared models to determine degrees of association, divergence, and emphasis. Based on these analyses, we proposed an initial GHD core competency model to inform training of global public health, foreign affairs, or other professionals who need to tackle public health issues that cross international borders. This initial core competency model can be used by organizations and institutions, to ensure specialized personnel implementing GHD have the necessary knowledge, skills, and abilities to support effective global health action.

The comparison analysis illustrate that foreign affairs institutions charged with training diplomats need additional knowledge, skills, and abilities in (1) health and risk communication, (2) public health analysis, and (3) public health ethics, to more effectively support global health collaborations and collective action. Similarly, global public health institutions charged with training health professionals need additional knowledge, skills, and abilities in (1) leadership, (2) foreign languages, and (3) foreign policy goals, objectives, and strategies.

The GHD model presented in this study is not meant to be used in isolation, but rather used as guidance in designing appropriate training curricula of respective professionals in any field, to increase effectiveness for global health action, especially critical during public health crisis or emergency, or when formulating complex multi-party collaborations to tackle common public health threats. Given the lessons currently being gleaned from the Ebola epidemic, there is a need to expand the study of GHD and the pedagogy needed to support the development of future practitioners.
At the page, there is a section of text that begins with "Applied Global Health Diplomacy: Profile of Health Diplomats Accredited to the United States and Foreign Governments, A Qualitative Study". The text discusses the importance of global health diplomacy (GHD) as a field that bridges the independent priorities of global health and foreign affairs. Given the increasing need to mobilize the global community to respond to Public Health Emergencies of International Concern (PHEICs) such as Ebola or Zika, or maintain and expand collaborations for collective action, effective and timely coordination and cooperation among actors is critical. Health Attachés are specialized diplomats who represent states to design, expand, and maintain effective collaborations for collective global health action. Despite their specialized diplomatic role, these professionals are few in number, and little is actually published about this profession, the preparation needed for it, and the perspectives of those who work in this field. As such, we sought to qualitatively explore the roles, practices, and challenges of accredited Health Attachés from the United States as well as those representing other countries.

Through purposive sampling, we performed in-depth interviews with seven Health Attachés: three foreign Health Attachés accredited to the United States and four U.S. Health Attachés accredited to foreign governments. Our interviews explored four key topics: the role and mission of Health Attachés, skills needed to perform GHD, examples of successes and challenges in accomplishing their respective missions, and suggestions for the future development of this professional position.

We found several best practices and areas for improvement. Our findings indicated that skills in diplomacy and negotiation, applied science, and cross-cultural competency are critical to be a successful. Additionally, providing on-the-job training...
and mentored experiences for practitioners is important for future actors in the field. This would also help advance the practice of Health Attachés, create clear training and career pathways, and ultimately help bridge the professional fields of foreign affairs, which focuses on advancing national interest; and global health, which focuses on principles of health equity and collective action. Additionally, this profile will help encourage other countries and institutions who work in GHD, to develop dedicated Health Attachés, to help populate and prepare the field with a diplomatic workforce, better able to tackle the challenges of public health threats in the 21st Century.
LIMITATIONS

The major limitation to the models presented in Chapter 2, the Pyramid of Global Health Diplomacy, which aligned to three categories of GHD practice: core, multi-stakeholder, and informal GHD, and the Tradecraft Model for Global Health Diplomacy and Health Attachés, is that these are the very first practice models published in the nascent field of GHD. Since they are new, these models lack experience based research that accompanies other analytical frameworks present in the professional literature for foreign affairs and global health. However, they do represent a foundational set of models, to help inform and professionalize this growing field.

While these models are based in an analysis of the literature for GHD, with a focus on practice, there is no single supporting institution for GHD that would ‘own’ these models and support the rigor needed to test within the context of an institution or specific workforce. However, this limitation can also present an advantage. Since these models are not owned by a single field or institution, and they are by the nature of GHD itself -- multidisciplinary, they may also have applications beyond global public health and foreign affairs. For example, other fields that engage in the practice of GHD may find relevance and utility with the framework presented in this dissertation – such as clinical medicine, nursing, social work, university researchers, non-governmental organizations, private foundations, or multinational commercial enterprises.

The results of global health and foreign affairs competency mapping presented in Chapter 3 had several limitations. While this was the first comparative analysis to illustrate gaps in competencies used to recruit, train, and manage public health and foreign affairs professionals, we had a relatively small sample size – only
five institutions and eight core competency models fit our inclusion criteria. While the sample size was small compared to the plethora of institutions that work in foreign affairs and global public health, this finding illustrated that there are relatively few that have published their core competency models with full descriptions and definitions. Fewer yet have either developed or published the levels of career mastery, from entry, journeyman, to senior and executive levels. While not a stated finding of the study, this indeed may encourage other institutions to engage in competency based research and make their competency models either public, or support the analytical work needed to further define the specific goals and respective needs of the workforce. This foundational research is a first step of many that must be taken to develop a full GHD core competency model, to inform more effective diplomatic practice.

Another limitation in Chapter 3 is that foreign affairs and global public health core competency models were designed to support different professional fields, objectives, and have specific supporting institutions behind each model. By extension, each field has a distinct workforce and profession that the institution recruits, trains, and manages over the course of a career. This study presented an initial GHD competency model that is not wedded to a specific sponsoring institution. Since GHD lacks a dedicated institution and dedicated workforce, this may limit the applicability of this model to be tested and refined over time. However, as illustrated by this study, while there are many institutions that employ short-course training in GHD, none have yet published a GHD core company model, as illustrated in this study. The lack of a dedicated workforce of GHD, and since no single institution owns GHD, this model can be adopted for multiple uses. Since this is the first model to be published in GHD, it can help inform other trainings for professionals
engaged in its practice by being adaptable, also helping to advance the experience base for this initial model.

An additional limitation is the comparison of aggregate models for foreign affairs and global public health. While two foreign affairs competency models characterize the recruitment and training of Foreign Service Officers serving at U.S. Consulates, Embassies and Missions abroad, this is within a single institution, the U.S. Department of State. While the six identified global public health competency models are derived from four different institutions. These institutions all have different mandates, workforces, and constituencies.

Each global public health institution focuses on different aspects of public health practice: academic training (ASPPH), regulatory function (FDA), and public health policy and global governance (WHO), and applied public health practice fieldwork (CDC). Foreign affairs competency models are stratified according to entry, mid-, and senior levels. None of the global public health competency models take this approach. However, all models in this analysis had published definitions sufficient for content analysis between these two fields. For purposes of foundational research, this initial model is a significant first step to inform additional trainings, preparations of workforces to conduct GHD, and is sufficient to be adopted, tested, and refined over time.

Another limitation in Chapter 3 is that the model has no specific home and is not a stand-alone model of practice, and unlike all other models included in this study, and as stated, is not owned by any specific institution. For a competency model to be sustained, tested, refined, and informed with competency base research, it would normally need the support of an institution that benefits from that workforce. For
GHD, there is no single institution and no single workforce. However, a lack of a home institution also presents a parallel advantage.

While any specific institution may not exclusively research the field of GHD, this initial GHD model can be adapted and tested, as is the multidisciplinary nature of GHD. The initial GHD model can complement existing trainings, enhancing competencies used to train foreign affairs, global public health, or other any other workforces with a component of GHD practice within. This adaptability can over time provide other institutions that work in this space opportunity to bolster their workforce to be successful where foreign affairs and global public health intersect, fostering global health action.

Lastly, in Chapter 4, the major limitation for the profile of practicing Health Attachés is the small sample size. While there were 13 Health Attachés eligible to participate, only seven agreed to participate in the study. The question we are forced to pose is: with such a small population, how generalizable are the results? Since this is a first profile of practicing Health Attachés, this was also an important finding. The study inclusion criteria focused on exploring core GHD practitioners, necessitating a sending and receiving government accreditation process, established in the Vienna Convention of Diplomatic Relations (VCDR).¹⁸

Employing the Pyramid and the Tradecraft Model of GHD developed in Chapter 2, there are actually only a small number of fully accredited state actors working in the space of core GHD. This finding is significant in that additional state coordination or cooperation is needed in the field, and supporting the creation of additional Health Attachés is needed. This first profile of Health Attachés can spur other countries and institutions to create this own dedicated Health Attachés, and not diplomats that do health on a part time basis, as findings in Chapter 3 and 4 both
illustrate. This can also apply to any institution, or non-state actor, donor organization, or commercial enterprise, who may have a vested interest in supporting a resident Health Attaché, with a mandate to help bridge public health and foreign affairs goals and objectives.

As indicated in Chapter 2, it is surprising to note that with the massive investment the U.S. Government has made in global health over the last 15 years, of the over 750 diplomats accredited within the Washington, D.C. area, less than 10 are full time Health Attachés, with a dedicated public health portfolio. If this study were repeated selecting only diplomats with the terms ‘economic’ in their diplomatic title, the results would be in the 100s, if not more. The need to have specialized diplomats with public health and foreign affairs knowledge, skills, and competencies, to serve as Health Attachés with dedicated public health portfolios, will continue to grow over time, and this research will help facilitate this development.

**RECOMMENDATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH NEEDS**

The models presented in Chapter 2, the *Pyramid of Global Health Diplomacy*, presents a framework of actors, definitions, and tools, aligned to the three categories of GHD practice: *core*, *multi-stakeholder*, and *informal* GHD. The *Tradecraft Model for Health Attachés and GHD*, illustrating the various counterparts and stakeholders, to better characterize the qualifications, training, and role for these professionals, are the first practice models to be published in the nascent field of GHD. Since they are new, time will tell if these models lend utility to the field, and continue to develop. While these models lack experience based research that
accompanies other analytical frameworks present in the fields of foreign affairs and
global health, they do represent a first marker in the field.

This marker can now be analyzed and informed with real world applications. In addition, since GHD by definition is multidisciplinary, and as such there is no single institution that owns GHD, other fields with supporting institutions that engage in the practice of GHD may find utility employing these models – such as clinical medicine, nursing, social work, institutional researchers, non-governmental organizations, and even private multinational corporations like Facebook and Google – both of which have active engagement in global health. As companies see the need to work with government and public health institutions and support complex multiparty collaborations and cooperation, they may find utility in supporting their own respective Health Attachés. This experience can help tests these models with real world applications that benefit populations of the planet.

Institutions charged with the practice of GHD can use the results from Chapter 3, the initial GHD core competency model, to bolster recruitment, training, and management of their respective workforces and specialized personnel. The multidisciplinary nature of GHD will allow this initial competency model to be applied within any discipline that needs to facilitate global health action. This can also help compliment the plethora of short course trainings in GHD, presented in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3.

Additionally, since this is the first competency model to be published in GHD, it will encourage other institutions to either develop and/or publish their own respective competency models that are active in GHD, such as medical universities, non-governmental institutions such as the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, multinational cooperations, or other federal agencies, such as the Department of

As illustrated in Chapter 3, the Association of Schools and Programs of Public Health (ASPPH) developed global health core competency models for Master and PhD level students. ASPPH hosted a series of workshops and stakeholder meetings and surveys, which solicited and analyzed key informant feedback and refined and adopted elements of the model for use by public health universities and colleges. Stakeholders included government and non-governmental organizations, private companies and academic colleges and universities. A similar multiyear stakeholder project, with surveys, analyses, and processes, could be supported by institutions that practice GHD, which would fast-track the analytical competency based research needed to develop and test a core competency model for GHD.

Finally, as discussed in Chapter 2, all levels of the Pyramid of GHD are not only equally important, but all are critical at every level to design, expand, and maintain collaborations for collective global health action. All of these institutions, either as core, multi-stakeholder, and/or informal GHD practitioners, have unique roles and contributions in the field, and specialized employees who practice GHDs. However, none have yet to publish their core competency models, showing how they recruit, train, and develop the specific knowledge, skills, and competencies important for their respective workforces and specialized employees in their institutions who are active in field of GHD, working on public health challenges that cross international boundaries.
CONCLUSIONS

This dissertation provides expanded practice descriptions and analyses in the field of GHD, which may help to advance the science, practice, and tradecraft of GHD. While models presented in this body of work need to be tested, evaluated, and refined with additional research, they serve as a collective practice framework for the field, helping to inform any individual, institution, or organization that works on public health problems that cross international borders.

Additionally, these findings can help professionalize the field of GHD, the practice and preparation of Health Attachés, as well as help encourage other institutions, organizations, and governments to support the development of additional Health Attachés to help manage and lead public health challenges. Additional Health Attachés, with competencies in global health, and foreign affairs, will help foster more effective global health action, and more responsive global partnerships, needed to tackle the public health challenges of the 21st Century, and help make the world a better place for our children.
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